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ABSTRACT

For many years, businesses in private industry have been
utilizing

and -experimenting

performance-based pay.

with

various

forms

of

These innovations have been part of a

continuing search by organizations for better approaches to
administering pay.
A

With the passing of the Civil Service

Reform Act of 1978, the Federal Government began its own form
of this concept entitled, "Merit Pay". Although

many studies

have examined uses in the areas of pay and total compensation,
and even in the narrower area of performance-based pay, these
studies have-focused primarily on the private sector. This is
not surprising since "merit pay" has only been in widespread
use in the-Federal sector for the past two (2) years.

How-

ever, even in its infancy, there~are indications that the-pay
for performance concept in the Federal Government has not
lived up to its expectations.

This thesis examines the

Federal Government's experience with pay-for-performance,
discusses the probable effectiveness of "merit pay"as it now
stands, and recommends specific actions for moreýeffective
performance-based pay- management in the public sector.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

GENERAL
"Pay-for-performance" is quite simply the attempt, within

available funds,

to recognize and reward quality performance

by granting pay increases in varying amounts based upon job
performance.

This concept embodies two major beliefs:

1. That pay decisions
performance, and
2.

should be based upon demonstrated

That pay is,
or has
the potential of being,
effective motivator of performance.

an

At one time it was safe to say that most companies in the
private sector were under a pay for performance system and
that. the- Federal Government was under a job rate system which
based salary progressions primarily on time in
However,

the job.

in recent years, the civil service is moving towards

performance-based pay while many companies are moving away
from it.
The Government began its venture into performance-based
pay as a result of the Civil Service Reform Act (Public Law
95-454) which

was approved October 13,

1978.

The Act

established a Merit Pay System for high-level supervisers and
management officials (grades GS-13 through GS-lS) in which
annual performance appraisals would be the basis for merit
pay increases -(Appendix A).

Eliminated were withif-grade

8

r
salary increases which provided progressive pay raises based
¶

on, time spent in a specific grade.
The literature

on organizations

is

full of beliefs,

paid and what procedures iihould be used to pay them.

It

is

probable that no other toýic concerning the management of
,organizations is a subject of i--r-e-debte, controversy, and
misunde-standing.

A major point in the controversy concerns

the concept of pay as a motivator--some researchirs contend
that internal job satisfaction, among other things,

is the

motivator rather than externally mediated rewards and that,,
therefore,

merit pay should be discounted as a motivator.

Another group contends that the merit pay concept is valid,
being based on the "law of effect" (i.e.,

behavior

appears to lead to a positive consequence
repeated),

that

tends to be

and that any failure of this concept is due to

mismanagement

of merit pay programs or

to the lack of

understanding about them.

U

There are literally hundreds of mechanical approaches to
merit pay and numerous process choices that accompany these
approaches.

This thesis will focus on the approach that the

Federal Government has taken and exemine kt in light of
motivation/performance theory, past research, and private
sector experience.

9

B. ORGANIZATION
This thesis is designed to provide the reader with an
introduction to the Federal Merit Pay system,
relevant

research,

an explanation

performance theories,

an overview of

of motivation

and

a review of both private and public

sector experience with performance-based pay, and conclusions
and recommendations for improvement or change.
The

remainder

of

this

chapter

is

devoted

to

an

explanation of Federal compensation practices--both merit
pay and non-merit pay.
necessary to understand

It

will •provide

the -back-grbund

the impact of merit pay on the

Federal Government and its employees.
Chapter II

discusses the role of pay in

individuil and organizational behavior.
issue first

It

influencing

examines this

from a historical perspective and then in light

of performance and motivation theories.

The chapter

concludes with a review/s&f ielivant literature in the area of
pay and workforce mocivationr,
Chapter II

exaiiinegs the experiences of ,both the private

and public sectorswith DPay-fpr-performance

systems.

It

explores various sy~tims used by different organizations and
discusses their successes and their problems.
Chapter IV presents an evaluation of the Federal merit
pay system and delves into the reasons for its failure.

It

examines the problems in light of specific acti6s taken by

10'

the Government and attempts to relate them to certain issues
discussed in Chapter Ii.
Chapter V discusses Congressional reaction to the merit
pay system.

It also contains conclusions about the present

system and suggests the best alternative for improvement.
C.

OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL COMPENSATION PRACTICES
1. The General Schedule
Generally speaking,

white collar workers within the

Federal Government are assigned to a General Schedule (GS)
rating based upon the job duties that they perform.

These

ratings range from GS-l (for relatively unskilled work such
as a messenger) to GS-15 (for very complex and responsible
work such as an Electrical Engineer or functional manager).
(Although higher level positions exist, they are for the most
part "ungraded" and are referred to as Senior Executive
Service positions.)

Prior to the Civil Service Reform Act of

1978, the salaries of all GS positions were adjusted by three
methods:
increases,

comparability
and/or

implementation of

adjustments,

quality-step
merit pay,

within-grade

increases.

however,

step

With

the

supervisors

and

management officials at grades 13, 14, and 15 were removed
fromw the general schedule and placed under a separte
compensation system (merit pay).

11

a. Comparability Adjustments
The Federal Salary Reform Act of 1962 established
the comparability principle which states that Federal Salary
rates for white-collar employees under the General Schedule
should be comparable with private enterprise rates for the
same levels of work.
The Federal Pay Comparability Act of 1970 transferred primary responsibility

for adjusting

the General

Schedule pay scnle from Congress to the executive branch.
Comparability findings and pay recommendations are submitted
to the President, who must either agree to the recommended
comparability pay adjustment or submit an alternative plan to
Congress which would go into effect unless a majority vote of
either House disapproved it.

If

the alternative plan is

disapproved, the President must make a comparability adjustment according to the statute's principle of comparability.
In either case, comparability pay adjustments take effect in
October.
b.

1

Within-Grade Step Increases
Previous

law

(5

U.S.C.

matrix for General Schedule salaries.
1980 matrix (Appendix B),

5332)

established

the

Under the fiscal year

grades GS-I through GS-14 have a

30% pay range with 10 uniform steps, and GS-15 has a 23% pay
range with 8 steps.
minimum rate

j.

fur

Each step-ii worth about 3.3% of the
the grade.

.2
.

Progression- -through step

increases is

in addition to the general salary increases

(i.e., comparabiity adjustments) which occur each October.
Employees

advance

to

the

next

step, after

completing one year in steps one through three,

two years in

steps four

steps seven

through six,

and three years in

through nine--provided performance is of an "acceptable-level
of competence" as certified by the supervisor.

These

certifications are virtually routine--step increases

are

received by 99% of :all General Schedule employees on the date
of eligibility.
c

Quality-Step Increases

The Federal Salary Reform Act of 1962 also
provided for recognition of exceptionally high-quality
performance through the granting of step increases which were
in addition to those achieved by "seniority".

This provision

is generally considered a performance award.

In the past,

quality step increases have been granted to lees than 5% of
all Federal employees each year (.1% of payroll costs).
2.

Merit Pay
The

Civil Service

Reform Act

established a new pay system

(GM:

(CSRA)

of

1978

General Merit) for

supervisors and management officials in grades GS-13 through
GS-15, in which pay increases are to be based on performance.
This new system

led

to two major

personnel procedurest

13

;~Oil

changes in

agencies'

NMI,

1.

Performance appraisals for merit pay employees must be
based on written, pre-established performance standards
and conducted much more rigorously than wasthe case
previously,

2.

Merit pay employees are no longer guaranteed full
comparability (October) adjustments and are no longer
eligible for within-grade or quality-step increases.
Under the GM .system, the basic pay of employees is

adjusted annually according to two factors:
)(2)
At least 50% of the
annual October comparability

+

A merit pay
increase based
on-job performance

Total
dollar
adjustment

The total amount of payroll funds under the GM system
comes from the within-grade and quality-step increases that
would have been -aid if GM employees were under the GS system, plus the remaining portion of the October comparability
adjustment that was not automatically given to GM employees.
Thus,

the same amount of money as was previously allocated is

still

available to merit pay employees but it

differently,

is distributed

according to performance levels.

Merit increases are effective at the same time as the

I

regular October

comparability

adjustment,

and become a

permanent part of basic pay (i.e., they are .not one-time
"bonuses").

Since pay adjustments will vary according to

employee performance,

an individual's salary can be set

14

~i

anywhere within the salary range for that grade, as long as
it doesn't fall below the minimum or above the maximum.
Approximately 100 agencies iýithe Federal Government
are included in the merit pay program. About 128,000 ,Federal
employees,

or 65% of the total GS-13,

GS-14,

and GS-15 grade

level population in these agencies are paid under the Merit
Pay System.
The Office of Personnel Management

(OPM)

took a

decentralized approach to implementation of the new system,

4

allowing agencies to design their own merit pay programs so
long as they met general OPM guidelines and the statutory
requirements.
The Reform Act required inirit pay provisions to be
implemented no later than October 1981.

However, eight small

agencies with bout 2200 merit pay employees opied to
impiement merit pay a year earlier and made payouts effective
October 1980.
Upon implementation of merit pay,

OPH said:

employees exceeding their [performance] standards
should, under the new system, receive salary increases
greater than they could have expected under the General
Schedule.
Also, an employee's position in the pay range
will begin to reflect the quality of performance rather
than just time in grade. Merit~pay should significantly
improve productivity, quality of work, service to the
public, and employee satisfaction with the reward system"
[Ref. 11.
"...

As will be seen, OPM's optimism was rather overstated.

it

15
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THE CARROT AND STICK

II.

Basic -to an understanding

of the impact of pay in

organizations is an understanding of the relationship between
financial rewards and individual behavior. In this chapter,
these

relationships

perspective and in

I

are

examined

from

a

historical

light of major theories and research

studies.
A.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
One of the basic beliefs in a capitalistic society is

that economic rewards come to those who engage in hard work.

I

The underlying concept behind, this belief is

~Protestant
religious

ethic.

known as the

In a nutshell, ,the Protestant ethic is a

or moral imperative which views man as being

isolated, competitive,

and individualistic.

seen as the means of accumulating wealth,

Hard work is

which is viewed as

a desirable end.
These

beliefs emphasizing

maximization,
Rather,

individualism

and

profit

did not appear suddenly in the Western world.

they developed as an evolutionary process,that had

its origins in the changing views of the church vis-a-vis
commercial activities in the latter part of the Middle Ages.
Changes in

the religious ethic,

Protestant Reformation,

brought about •by the

created an ethical and economic

16

climate that was vezy favorable to the progress.bf capitalism
and development of the Protestant ethics.

The Calvinists,

who led the Protestant Reformation, viewed, frugality, thrift,
and

industry as, virtues.

To them,

worldly success

and

prosperity were construed as signs of God's approval, for the
elect--those

chosen by God for

salvation.

These

views

provided a religious incentive for the spread of the profit
motive in Western society.
In

the, American colonies,

puritanism

continued the

emphasis~on hard work and an accumulation of worldly goods as
a sign of God's grace.

Weber saw in Benjamin, Franklin's

homilies'and writings the essence of the Protestant ethic,
and noted:
"If we thus ask, why should 'money be made cait of men,'
Benjamin Franklin himself, although he was a;colourless
desist, answers in his autobiography with a quctation from
the Bible, which'his strict Calvinistic father d&ummed into
him again and again in his youth:
'Seest thou a man
diligent in his business? He shall stand before Kings.'
(Prov. xxii 29)" [Ref. 2].
In

1776, Adam Smith's, An Inquiry into the Nature and

Causes of the Wealthoof Nations, was published, giving the
capitalistic ethic its major ideology.

Smith argued for

economic freedoms on- the-premise that by maximizing selfinterest,

each individual would benefit the total society.

Up to the latei800's, there seemedito-be little interest
in

management

thought or philosophy;

management style

depended more on the unique personality of the supervisor

17
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than on any well-definedý body of knowledge.
say, however,

It

is fair to

that most management styles emphasized rigorous

work and stringency of discipline.
In the late 1800's and early 1900's,

the scientific

management movement came into vogue under the driving force
of Frederick W. Taylor, whose views were strongly influenced
by

the Protestant

management;

His emphasis

ethic.

was

on

task

the ascertaining scientifically of the most

efficient way of doing each task,
and requiring workers to use it.

standardizing that method,
2y this means,

productivity

could be increased and higher earnings would be achieved.
Taylor viewed the worker as an adjunct to the machine, and
assumed

that workers would be motivated by greater economic

rewards:
"The management must ... recognize the broad fact that
workmen will not submit to this more rigid standardization
and will not work extra hard, unless they receive extra pay
for doing it" (Ref. 31.
This view was consistent with the concept of "economic
men" which

was popularly

accepted

in

the early 1900's.

Economic man was defined as:
"a rational creature who uses his reason primarily to
calculate how much satisfaction he may obtain from the
smallest amount of effort, or when necessary, how much
'Satisfaction' does not mean
discomfort he can avoid.
refers only to money.
pride in one's job .;.; it
Similarly, 'discomfort' refers, to failing in one's task
... , but solely to-the fear of starvation" [Ref. 41.
Pay first became a prominentresearch subject during thi
scientific management era.

Most of the first
18

studies were

concerned with measuring the effectiveness of the various
piece rate incentive plans that- were introduced.
to the early 1930's,

From, 1909

time study and incentive plans became a

way, of life in most companies.

Pragmatically,

scientific-

management was successful in the effort to increase efficiency and productivity; however,

growing criticism was

leveled at Taylor's approach for treating workers like cogs
in a well-oiled machine and for eliminating any humanistic
Practices in industry.
up to this time,
motivator.

However,

money was viewed as an effective

doubt was first cast on this belief with

the research of'Elton Mayo in a series of ýstudies conducted
at the Hawthorne Plant of the Western Electric Company
Mayo had been called in by the
between 1927 and 1932.
company to determine the effects on productivity of working
conditions, length of working day, frequency and length of
rest periods,

and other variables relating to the physical

environment.

He found that production increased regardless

of variations in these conditions.

Even more surprising,

production continued to increase after the. employees were
returnedý to the original conditions with longer working
hours, without rest periods, and with poor surroundings.
Another phase of Mayo's research- examined
'behavior of workers.

the group

He found that the informal work group

established production norms that were often in conflict with

19'•
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those set by management.

Even though the workers were paid

on a group piecework incentive, plan,

the workers restricted

output and thereby reduced possible earnings.
Mayo's experiments weakened the prevailing belief that
work place illumination, work conditions, fatigue, and other
physical and physiological variables,

alorg with strong

monetary incentives, were the-primary factors influencing

"productivity.

Social and psychological factors also began to

be seen as important in employee satisfaction and output.

In

fact, results of the Hawthorne experiments were interpreted
as conclusive proof that other factors were more important in
motivating performance than pay.
The Hawthorne experiments ushered in the human relations
movement in industry which,
back into the organization.

in effect, put the human element
This era paved the way for the

more modern behavioral scientists with their theories of
motivation, performance and rewards, and their emphasis on
human values.
B.

THE MOTIVATION TO WORK
One of the most difficult and controversial tasks for

behavioral

scientists

is

to explain

the urge behind

behavior; to identify the motive that,-prompts a person to act
in a certain way. A number of theories have been developed
and researched to explain motivation,

and evidence has been

gathered to support each of the major theories.

20

S... ... . . . . . .

k• •,:ril•,'-U

was developed 'by Abraham

The- need-hierarchy, concept
Maslow in the 1940's.

He identified five levels of needs
(1) physiological,

which served a motivators:
security,

(3) social,

(2) safety and

and (5) self-actualization

(4) esteem,

(Figure 1). These needs are arranged in hierarchical levels,
showing that lower level needs must be met befoire higher

ij

According to Maslow,

level needs can motivate.

a satisfied

in Maslow's theory, pay is

need ceases to motivate -behavior.

viewed as a benefit which satisfies a lower level need such
as physiological (i.e., purchase of food to satisfy hunger)
or security (i.e., exchange of money for a place to live).,
However, opponents of his theory argue that pay is also an
indication of esteem and a recognition of accomplishments
which lead to self-actualizition.

wY

lf
StcUnOnk~.M

ý m
Snm
stnoe.
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In the late 1950's, Frederick Herzberg developed his:-twofactor theory of motivation which states that there are two
basic sets of factors which explain employee behavior--

i

motivation factors and hygiene factors.

Motivation factors

are those whose fulfillment leads to job satisfaction and

"hence have
S

the power to motivate good job performance. They
include recognition, responsibi-lity, advancement, ,and
achievement.

Hygiene factors,

on the other hand,

ire

important in preventing job dissatisfaction but do not play
an important role in motivating employees.
Pay is not viewed
asa motivator; it is rather seen as a hygiene factor along
with company policy, working conditions, and interpersonal
relations.
Another researcher, David McClelland, suggests that
motivation comes from the need to achieve, which is fostered
by Western culture.

According to McClelland, muchiof out

society has come to think in

terms of getting

achieving, or "being somebody."

The need to succeed is the

motivator,

ahead,

not pay.

Douglas McGregor

developed two alternative views of

employee behavior called "Theory X" and "Theory Y".

The

asoumptions of Theory Y are thatpeople are not laty, that
they find work as necessary assplay, and that by their very
nature they aresmotivated to make positive contributions.
Theory X, on the'other hand, says that people dislike work,

22
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have, little

ambition, and must be coerced or threatened with

punishment in order to be motivated 1to put forth effort.
Practicing managers are perhaps most, familiar with what
R. Bishop of the NavalSProfessoi,.V.
Postgraduate School calls
the "Thom Kchn" method of motivation, also referred to as the
"kick in tl. ,pants" theory.
is

rarely vifed since it

negative
However,
today's
(stck)

feedback

is

(i.e.,

inelegant and might result in

the employee might

the figurative application is
environment,
mode.

either

in

(carrot) or push

exerted as a "pull" rather than a

fHerzberg has suggested that while this leads to

move agaifi,. what must I do?
It

often 6tilized in

a pull

movementý, -t does not create motivation.

....

kick back).

According tothis theory, salary is seen as a

frontal kick--force is
"push".

Literal application of the term

"When I- want him to

V:must kick (pull] him again

is only~when~he has his own generator that we can

talk about motivation jRef. 5].
In summary,

the majority of

theories that focus on

specific needs or conditions suggest that money will'not be a
motivating factor.

People want to contribute because of an

innate or learned drive, and-thus there is no need to use pay
increases as a means to improve performance.
However,

it

is

obvious

to anyone

in

the working

environment that employees'often" nave one job for. another
that pays more money.

Process t

'-

,i+ot

'-3n, attempt

to shed some insight into this behavior by examining
the interrelationship of variables such as drive,
reinforcement,

theories

and e xge.ctancy,

The most predominant process

are equity theory,

goal-setting

theory,

and

expectancy theory.
The essence of equity theory is

that; employees will make

comparisons of their efforts and rewards with those of others
in similar work conditions.

J. S. Adams, who developed the

theory, defines inequity as follows:
Inequity exists for Person whenever he percaives that the
ratio of his outcomes to inputs and the ratio of Other's
outcomes to Other's inputs are unequal. This may happen
either (a) when he and Other are in a direct exchange
relationship or (b) when both are in an exchange
relationship with a third party and Person compares himself
to Other (Ref. 61.
Outcomes in the work environment include pay,
benefits,
level,

and status.

skills,

fringe

Inputs include effort, educational

and general qualifications

for

the job.

Equity theory says that the perception of inequity will
create tension in an individual thereby motivating him to
either increase his efforts to get benefits that will restore
equity, or to reduce, efforts and outputs.
The comparison process leads to one of three - ."omes-satisfaction,

dissatisfaction and guilt or discomfort

(Figure 2).
Feelings of overreward are reduced by either (1) working
harder or (2) increasing the perceptions of- one's own efforts
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"Agood example of real-life equity situations occurred in
the professional sports environment of the 1970's.

Many

established "starsw were playing out their options so they
could renegotiate their contracts and/or change teams.
doing so,

they were responding to the long-term,

In

no-cut

contracts given to some "superstars", especially those who
hadn't proven themselves over the long run.

In February

1977, Slick Watts of the Seattle Supersonics, who had led the
league the year before in steals and assists, said:
"I know most people think I'm taking good money, and I am.
[Reportedly $70,000 plus bonuses, with increases to
$80,000 and $90,000 for the next two years] But, I bring
people into the Coliseumý ... That helps the Sonics. Sam
is getting compensated, Russ is getting compensated, Tommy
is getting very well compensated....
Me and Norwood get
the same salary and he's been in this league a long time
and he's on his last legs. There's a lot of guys in this
league making over a hundred grand a year and they don't
even get off the bench" (Ref. 81.
The goal-setting theory postulated by Edwin Locke,

a

behavioral scientist at the University of Maryland, says that
the setting of specific goals is

more conducive to goal

accomplishment than monetary incentives [Ref. 91.

When goals

are set and accepted, performance levels are as high as when
monetary rewards are provided.
intrinsic motivation
force.

According to this theory, the

to accomplish goals -is the driving

Opponents of Locke's theory argue that he dealt with

small incentives that had littlezpotential to motivate,
that, in fact,

and

larger monetary incentives do result in better

performance when goal levels are constant.
26
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Expectancy

theory postulates that motivation is

Sfunction of three
and reward.

factors--effort,

For, individuals

a

performance/achievement,

to be motivated,

they- must

believe or expect that additional effort will result in
higher performance as measured by the organization, and that
higher performance
individual values.

will result in

rewards

An additional factor is

which

the

the belief or

expectancy of an individual that he or she is in fact able to
succeed in achieving the effort. Figure 3 shows a simplified
version of the expectancy-theory model.

Ablty

Motivation

Perforhance

Outcome

sRewards)

An individual's motivation is a function of:
(1) Effort/Performance Expectancy ("Will my Effort Result in
Higher Performance7")
(2)

Performance/Outcome Expectancy ("Will the Performance
Lead to Rewards?")
(3) Attractiveness of Outcomes ("Do I Want the Peward?")
Figure 3.

The Expectancy Theory Model
-(Based on E.E. Lawler's Model)

According to this theory,

if

an employee wants some

reward but believes, that in spite of all his efforts there is
nothing he can do in the current organization that will
27

result in geeting it,

he will cease to be motivated by the

possibility'of tihat reward.
C.

RECENT

SEARCH

The heated debate among researchers as to the-value of
money in motivation has continued into the present time.
Some say that money not only motivates,
best.

but it-motivates

Others argue that money is only a means of exchanging

social utilities in a modern society and, as such, cannot,'be
relied on as a motivator.
In reviewing the research in the area of compensation,

it

is-really -known about the

becomes clear that very little
innhti\ýe value of money.

Most of the published-data are

exclusively psychological

(e.g., Herzberg),,

while studies

that include "hard" data often do not inclue psychological or
-

perceptual data. The most common interpretation from studies

-

that have tried to bridge the gap--between hard data and
perceptual data is that satisfaction concerning-pay is more a
function of -individual goals and backgrounds than of absolute
levels of pay.

For

example,

Gellerman places great

importance -on the symbolic value of money for producing

4!

In describing the

motivation and reducing dissatisfaction.
value of a.pay "increment",

he says,

NWhatever symbolism

-money has for the individual and whatever prisamptions and

Sillusions

he has about how added income would-affect -the way,
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he lives, are as much a part of the increment for him as is'
the money itself" (Ref.

10).

Wernizont and Fitzpatrick's (1972) research supports the
notion that money has a great deal of -symbolic value and
means different things-to different types of people.
work suggests that as an incentive,

money is also valued very

differently by different groups and is,
universally motivating.force
The

research

of

[Ref.

Hinrichs

Their

therefore,

not a

111.

(1969)

found

that

an

individual's current level of earnings is one of the most
powerful variables affecting how he or she perceives a given
salary increase

[Ref.

121.

His findings suggest that

individuals with characteristics normally associated'with
h14,her levels of earnings potential (e.g., college education,
youth,

males) will tend to have higher expectations with

regard to salary than will others and will in turn have a
higher threshold' of what is perceived as an acceptable salary
increase.

This has similarities to the expectancy theory

with its individual perceptions

of "where- I am- now" and

"where I-should be based on my education, age, skills, etc."
Some

studies

support Herzberg's

view of money as a-

hygiene factor.

One survey revealed that out of 18 job-

related ftctors,

salary was ranked twelfth in importance by

those surveyed,

60% of whom were managers and -supervisors

[Ref.13J.

Another survey of middle managers at 2,867

29

companies supports

the premise that salary increases,

generally fail to motivate employees [Ref. 141.
Gellerman notes that primarily because, of such"

However,

studies and the conclusions drawn by behavioral scientists
many people have wrongly determined that money has littleor
He contends that money would be an

'no- motivating power.

Gellerman also argues that if

administered.

perceived to be dependent

amounts of pay must be

specified conditions exist,

contends that when certain
pay and other rewards have been

to motivate •performance.

demonstrated

upon

151.

among others,

Lawler,

to

he points out that these large

Additionally,

performance [Ref.

pay is

very large amounts, of pay must be

motivate performance,
involved.

properly

were

distribution

its

if

motivator

effective

These nf-essary

conditions are that "important rewards must be perceived to
be

tied in

a

timely fashion -to effective

performance"

[Ref. 161.
This view is

supported by other researcgers,

Atkinson and Reitman,
financial
general

incentive

such as

who showed that the offer of a

led s-o increased job performance in

but especially among people

achievement motivation.

who were

low on

They found that,people who were,high

on achievement motivation worked hard without the offer of a
financial reward [Ief. 17].
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Locke and Bryan present data from various studies
Overall,

concerning the effects of monetary incentives.

their data suggest that offering financial incentives will
increase performance when rewards are tied to performance
[Ref. 18].
The

importance

of

employees'

perceptions

of

the

relationship between pay and performance was stressed by,
Vroom [Ref. 19] as a factor in work motivation. Related to
this is the work of McGeoch and Irion [Ref. 20], who found
that rewards are most effective when employees perceive a
direct connection between the behaVibr and the reward.

How

infrequently this happens is.highlighted by the results of a
national~survey of iandomly-selected employed individuals.
Only 27.2%,,of those surveyed said-they were likely to get a
bonus or pay raise if

they did their job well (Ref. 21].

There are several case studies that have been concerned
with the-degree to which blue-collar empldyeea\ see their pay
being determined by job performance.

in genieral, the data

indicate that many of the pay plans that are 6alled incentive
plans by management are not seen as incentive
employees.
consider

Further,

data show that if

the basis upon which

pay, is

plans by

employees do not
determined

to- be

legitimate,, they exhibit resistance that often leads to the
failure

of the, programs.

It

employees feel there is little

seems.obvious

that when

relationship between what they

31
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achieve and the salary they get, then wages will have little,
if

any, motivational value.
However, this, should not suggest that all an organization

has to do isieffectively relate pay to performance in order
to achieve increased motivation .and productivity.

Other

things (e.g., developing a good measure of performance) are
just as important,

and are very-difficult to do.

The

co:mýlekity of the issues involved hasiled some researchers to
conclude that it is not worth trying to relate pay rewards to
performance.
The reil',c6niclusion'that comes out of the numerouszand
conflicting studies is that people differ substantially and
in meaningful ways about what is important to them. Some
individuals value, and ar•
rewards

(e.g., pay,

highly motivated by: entrinsic

additional holiday time,

more perks);

.others with different personal and background characteristics,
will value intrinsic rewards (e.g., an interesting job) more
highly.
Maslow's

Ii

the author's view, the studies merely reinforce
theory. In, some cases. an individual -will be

motivated by mon y,aeid-,he iecurity or physiological needs it
can meet; however, when thosevnieds art
to be a m6tivating force.

met, money will.cease

Self-actualization will inherently

come <to mean self-motivation..

J,
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III.

PAY-FOR-PERfIORMANCE sSTE4sS

A. PRIVATE SECTOR EXPERIENCE
1. Pay~for Performance Systems
Systems that tie pay to performance have been in
existence in private Industry foi several years and have
assumed various forms.

These forms include gain shaking,

bonuses, merit pay, and comSination pians.

I

a.

Gain Sharing

Gain sharing involves paying a bonus to employees
based upon improvements in the operating results of an
A formula is designed to generate a bonus pool

organization.
which is

Gain

divided up among the members of the plan.

sharing plans have been in existence for up to 30-40 years
and include the Scanlon' Plan, profit sharing,

and the Lincoln

Electric Plan.
(1)

The Scanlon Plan.

The Scanlon Plan is

a

common sharing between mafiagement and employees of problems,
goals,

and ideas, as well as economic gains. Monetary payouts

are distributed as a percentage of an employee's
income.

gross

Two of the companies that have used this plan are

Parker Pen Company and the Atwood'Vacuum Machine Company.
Rewearch of these and other companies using the"Scanlon Plan
indicates that it

is successful in contributing -to organiza-

tional effectiveness at least 50% of the time (Ref. 22].
33

(2)
sharing

the

Usually,

Profit Sharing.

Profit

sharing

involves

profits of the company with its employees.

however,

these plans defer

retirement and are,

therefore,

the payments until

not true incentive plans.

Others combine a partial payout with deferment of the rest.
According to one study [Ref. 231, over 35O,00OOfirms in the
United States have some form of profit sharing.
most companies,

However,

in

profits are so far beyond the direct

influence of employees that profit-based bonuses are simply
not likely to be,

not used as, effective motivators.

(3) The Lincoln Electric Plan. Under this plan,
a bonus .poolis determined based on, company performance but
is distributed to based on their individual performance.
This plan is actually acombination of gain-sharing anu merit
pay.
b.

Bonuses
Bonuses 'are special lump-sum payments made to

individual employees for meeting goals or performing at a
certain

level.

In most companies,

bonuses are used in

combination-with across-the-board base pay increases that
reflect changes in market conditions.

The principle behind

bonuses is the same as that~behind merit-'pay; the systems
differ in

that bonuses do not increasi 5base pay and are

usually paid--in one lump sum.

34-
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c.

Merit Pay

Salary adjustments based on the performance or
achievements-'f individuals are referred to as merit pay.
Most of these salary increases reflect changes in both market
conditions and in performance.

In periods of high inflation,,

much of the increase may be just an adjustment for changes in
the market,

leaving the "merit" portion rather small and

discouraging.

The result is

often the perception by

employees that there is not much merit in merit pay plans.
The-salary increases also are spread out over an annual basis
rather

than given as a

drawbacks,

lump-sum payment.

Despite

the

a ihajority of companies use merit pay increases

rather than bonuses or gain-sharing plans.

Kaiser Aluminum

uses a merit pay system as well as providing additional lumpsum bonuses to top performers.

"d.

Combination Plans
These involve using a combination of the plans

cited above,
with

or

non-ieiit

adjustments,

using one or more of these in conjunction
plans

such

as

regular

general'

periodic cost-of-living adjustments,

service-: ncreases,

or wage progression schedules.

wage

length-ofParts of

AT&T use regular salary increases (up to a control point set
at market vaiue) for satisfactory performerst

additional

increases are given to the top performers in the form of
bonuses.
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2.

Results of, Private Sector Experience
A survey of basic pay policies and practices- was

conducted

by the Bureau of

Personnel Policies Forum [Ref.

National
241.

Affairs'

1979-1980

One hundred eighty-three

executives, mostly from manufacturing firms, responded to.,the
survey.

Other

institutions,

respondents

hospitals,

represented

government

educational

agencies,

and

non-

manufacturing business firms. The survey found that increases
in basic pay rates were usually made through merit pay
adjustments. Plant/service workers, whonormally received
increases through wage progression schedules or length-ofservice provisions.

Formal wage progression schedules were

also established for supervisors/managers
responding firms.
also provided

in

30% of the

Another thirty percent indicated that they

regular,

supervisors/managers.
-pay'for performance,

across-the-board

increases

for

Three major problems; all relating to
were cited by these, 183 employers:

1. Trying to maintain a pay adjustment program based
strictly'onmerit in a period of high inflation. The size
of the increases falls short, in most casos, to the cost-of
living.
2. Salary compression among middle managersp I.e., the
perceived shrinking of middle managers' salaries relative
to the faster-rising pay rates of nonmanagement employees.
Recommendations from the firms to alleviate this included
making periodic "equity adjustinentsO and providing managers

the same general increases given to nonmanagement.

3.
Difficulties in performance review for purposes of
merit increases. Objectivity, accuracy, and timeliness
were among the areas in which performance reviews are
'deficient.
36

It

is

precisely because of thesi typis of, problems

that some private corporations are moving away from pay for
performance.

in fact, almost as mucih literature on

There is,

the failure of incentive systems in private linduartry as there
is on their success.
Thayer

(Ref.

Some researchers, such as iroderick

251 therefore dispute the assumption 'f the

Civil Service Reform Act that business organizaticns have
superior incentive systems which should be imitated)4,the
Government.

They argue that there is no ýclear e@iVhcer that

private sector organizations are particularlyý iffectiivoin
making performance-based-pay plans work.
For example,

one study of a group of research,

organizations found thatonly 67% of the scientists'said,
merit pay existed despite the fact that management claiiei it
was present in all the organizations [Ref. 26].
a survey of the 500, l&rg'st

In another instance,
industrial firms in

the U.S.--the Fortune 500--examined

relationship between salaries and job 'performance
It

[Ref.

the
27].

found that although 93% of the firms claimed-to hav4:e

merit system that advanced salaries on the basis of job
performance,

less than 19% in fact attempted to use some form

of a performance-oriented appraisal device.
type of device,
performance

Without this

a company is simply not able, to relate job

tj salary progression with any degree of

reliability or validity.
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The Federal Merit, Pay System usesi-a performanceoriented objective-setting process based on the practices
claimed to be used in the private sector.

However,

the

management-by-objectives system has enjoyed only limited
success in industry.
nies [Ref. 28],

In another survey of Fortune 500 compa-

45% of the 403 respondents said that they had

an MBO program; of these programs, only 19%..were rateýd as
successful. The major problems centered around tie difficulty
in defining objectives with any degree of precision and in
obtaining measurable
concerned' an excess

criteria.

Other, major, complaint3

of paperwork and

the difficulty of

stating quantitative goals for all, aspects of the job.
The

American

Management

Association's

magazine,

Personnel, queried its readers with regard to the impact of
inflation and small merit increases on motivation of
employees.

Of 24 respondents, 14 felt that pay increases

drawn from a merit incri•se budget that is only 1-2,percent
above

the inflation

rato would

positive motivational effect.
such a budget would
Novick,

manager

of

have veiy

little

or no

Only one respchdent said that

have no negatiivel effect.
personnel

administration

David S.
ai Nestle

Company, Inc., said,
"When employein--iiard increases that dof'i
keep pace
with cost-of-livin.factors; management's credibility
is
4
severely strained"and its ability to-'motivate' has to be
hampered. A'good many salaried employees are distractedand •rfustrated by their inability to keep up'#even,:wh~
n
they- turn. in good job-performances" [Ril. 29].
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When asked if

a small pay increase could positively

affect otherwise highly motivated employees,
that it

could not or that it

16 said either

would'have a negative effect.

For example, Bruce Ellig, vice-president of compensation for
Pfizer,

Inc., said that a "small merit'increase will

negatively affect otherwise highly motivated performers.
Most will recognize
company;

they have been shortchanged

by the

they have received an inadequate reward for the

level of contribution they have made"

(Ref.

30),

Taking

another viewpoint, David Novick of Nestle said that "people
value the recq•.:iftion

that goes along with even a minimal

increase, if others are getting-smaller amounts or nothing.
Thus there is still
3.

some benefit

....

("Ref.

31].

Summary
It

is evident, then, that private sector experience

with pay-for-performance systems has met with mixed results.
Although many companies believe in the concept,, they appear
to be overcome by problems of implementation.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR EXPERIENCE
1.

Merit Pay in 1980:- The First Year
Eight 'federal agencies implemented merit pay in

October

1980,

one year earlier

than the rest of

the

Government.. Results of the payouts were asofollows [Ref. 32]:
-

Merit pay employees rated "Satisfactory" received an
average increase of 14.38%; those rated "Exceeds
Expectations", 12.76%; and those rated '"Outstanding",
39
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10.60%.
This compares with increases of between 9.1%
through 12;3% for GS employees , depending on their
eligibility for within-grade increases.
-

More than 93% of the merit pay employees received payouts
equal to or greater than the full comparability
adjustment of 9.1%.

However,

in a subsequent study of merit pay,

the General

Accounting Office (GAO) found that OPH ý method for computing
*l

merit pay funds was faulty and resulted in increased costs of
about $1 million more than was warranted.

This added ali.ost

1.2% to the average merit pay increase for 1980 [Ref. 33].
The merit pay experience in 1980 revealed a number of
problems in the implementation process.

Specifically,

The agencies experienced difficulty with performance
standard-setting. Typical problems included the.-lack of
employee participation in setting standards and the use
of standards which were overly vague, overl specific,
overly quantitative, or obsolete. The results of these
problems was that supervisors found it difficult to rate
accurately, and a number of employees felt
their
standards were not rational.
Rating distributions were for the most part negatively
skewed (i.e., a disproportionate number of people were
iated in the top two categories).
Consequently, some
managers requested that performance ratings be changed tomore closely approximate a bell curve, a practice
expressly forbidden by OPM.
Not surprisingly, these
casei generated friction and discontent among employees,.
who felt the merit pay system was unfair and that ratings
were based on favoritism rather than on performance.
Performance appraisal systems were not completely or
adequately pretested before being used to make merit pay
determinations. Performance appraisal experts in private
industry say that good performance-appcaisal systpms take
from 3-5 years to develop, with-extensive pretesting and
evaluation.
Pretesting is considered to be extremely
valuable in that it gives manageL3 the 6pportunity to
refine their appraisal skills pz~ior to making pay
decisions and identifiesthe ObugsO that are inevitable
40

in any new program. As a result of inadequate or absent
pretests, some agencies had problems which affected the
integrity of their merit pay systems.
The guidelines provided by OPM concerning who is and who
isn't covered by merit pay were inadequate.
Most of the
problems centered around the definition of "management
official" (i.e., the -determination of whether an employee
is in a policy making role that requires a good deal of
judgment).
As a result of the unclear guidelines, some
employees who were not actually management officials were
included in the merit pay, while some who were management
officials were not included.
- The technical assistance given by OPM to the agencies was
neither timely or adequate. When the eight agencies were
developing their merit pay systems for 1980
implementation, OPM inexperienced technical staff was at
the start of its own learning curve and' was just
beginning to issue guidelines relative to merit pay.
As
a result, agencies were asking for guidelines which-had
not been formulated or -even considered by OPM, and
assistance was limited.
Results. of the GAO study were summarized in

the

Comptroller General's Report to Congress which concluded:
concluded:
"We do not-believe OPH has provided the leadership,
guidelines,, and assistance needed to assure quality payfor-performance programs are implemented.
...
We
believe OPH's lack of commitment and unwillingness to
undertake a dynamic leadership role has raised serious
'doubts about the success of the merit pay program ... "
(Ref. 34].

i

The Comptroller

General also recommended

to the

President that agencies be excluded from the October 1981
mandatory merit,,pay iimplementation-date if
tested their -entire systems.

they had not pre-

That recommendation was not

accented.
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2.

The Second Year

Merit Pay in 1981:

the remaining. 90-odd Federal-

October 1981,

In

agencies coveredby merit pay implemented their systems as
required by law.

However,

because of a Comptroller General

decision of 8 September 1981 (Appendix C), merit pay for 1981
did not operate as intended by the CSRA.

The Comptroller

off a controversy between GAO and

General's decision touched

OPM that was not resolved until just before payouts were
made. The controversy surrounded an interpretation of the
statute relative to the determination of funds available for
the merit pay program.

The merit pay provisions ,'o the CSRA

stipulated that the merit pay system would cost no more than
the pre-merit pay system.

However,

GAO found that "the

method used by OPH- to calculate amounts available for merit
pay payouts by agencies does not conform to the requirements
35).

of the Act" (Ref.

Specifically,

the GAO audit staff

found that the method used by OPM to calculate merit pay
funds

would

collectively,
every year
expended

"make

to all executive agencies,

approximately $58 - $74 million dollars, more
for merit pay expenditures

under

Accordingly,

available

the pre-merit

pay

would have

system"

[Ref.

been
361.

ruled the Comptroller Genecali "OPM should take

immediate- action to rivise its merit pay implementation plan
to bring it

into compliance with this restriction" [Ref. 37).
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Although

OPH

disputed

the GAO

Comptroller General's decision stood.

findings,
Since all

the
this

occurred less than a month before the full implementation of
merit pay in.October 1981, OPM was-now obviously in a time
bind and felt its best recourse was to provide merit pay
employees with the full portion of the general schedule

I

comparability

increase

(4.8%).

The

funds

for

merit

adjustments came from a vastly reduced pool of money
calculated from estimates of within-grade and quality step
increases which would have been given if GM employees had
reiained under the general schedule.
1981 therefore

were quite small;ý

Merit adjustments ,for
with the majority of

individuals (65i) receiving from .7 to 2.1%.

In comparison,

GS employees received from 0 to 3% over and above the 4.8
comparability increase, depending on-their eligibility for
within-grade increases.
It-was painfully clear to merit pay employees what
had happened:

GM employees who would have received a within-

grade increase under the General Schedule "lost" money,

while

*those who would not have been eligible for a within-grade
increase "won"

more than they would haveý

Additiohal

problems with the merit pay-system surfaced:
-

In January 1981, OPM issued a-legal opinion prohibiting
agencies from extr.apolating a performance -rating more
than'one level above or below a defined standard' Thismeant that agencies with five performance levels had to
have written standards defined for each4 employee- for at
least two levels.
Unfortunately, OPM had ýalready
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approved the merit pay performance appraisal plans for 33
agencies who intended to 'operate with a single
performance standard against five rating levels. The
plans~of these-agencies were now in violation of the law.
OPH gave these agencies the alternative of redefining
standards in the midst of the October 1981 appraisal
cycle or waiting until the next year (1981) to bring
their plans into compliance. Many agencies chose to wait
until 1981 to comply and thus paid merit pay increases
based upon illegal performance appraisals, thereby
leaving
vulnerable
over any
pe~rsonnel themselves
decisions resulting
from tothelawsuits
appraisals.
was again seen to be inadequate or
:retesting
imply~not of
donesystems
GAO'audit staff found that the majority
of agencies weren't conductinoýpre-tests because agency
officials
said' they didn't hate enough time before the
October 1981
deadline.
Until late 1981, OPH had an unwritten but strict policy
requiring agencymerit pay plans to grant the highest
level~performers two to four times as much merit pay than
the lowest of the fully satisfactory level performers.
Then, at an emergency session of an official interagency
group, OPM encouraged agencies to adjust their plans to
grant the highest performers a 5-6 times larger portion
of the merit pay fund than the lowest fully satisfactory
performers. Any pre-testing that, had been done, and more
than a year's worthý-of planning, was suddenly worthless.
Agency personnel officers reacted with confusion and
bitterness, rumors flourished, and the merit pay system
lost much of whatever credibility-it had.
In spite of all the manipulations, merit pay for 1981 did
not result in pay distinctions between performance
levels. The end result yielded pay variances of less than
1%-between top and ,average performers [Ref. 38].
The Defense Communications Agency, a major Defense
Agency, conducted a survey among its 420 merit pay employees
immediately after the 1981 payout [Ref.
better because of the merit pay system.
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'1. Only 24% said

Over 70% objected to

the way La which the merit -pay system affected them
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personally or the way in which it

was implemented.

Comments

included:

"- "I

would have gotten a lot more with my normal step
increase. It's going to take-me twice as long to get to
the same salary level as I would have-with normal step
increases."

"-

"This whole system is the most demoralizing thing to come
along and is making some of us think,'about leaving the
government."

- "True merit workers were not rewarded as promised. Many
people are still
not sure as to what program they belong
-under, GS or GM."

"-

"There is not one positive feature which can be found
about this program. If anything, (it] ... should serve
as a prime disincentive for doing quality work."
Comments -from, exi6utive level individuals at DCA, who

are not covered by the merit pay system,

"-

-

include:

"Almost everyone involved is very dissatisfied. It is
perceived that rating criteria were not consistently,
applied ...
This has resulted in dissatisfaction of both
rate and rater, damaged their relationship, and caused a
significant loss of respect for ... management."'
"...
the Merit Pay System operation in '11981] was
generally unsatisfactory."
3.

Merit Pay 1982:

The Third Year

Merit pay-for 1982 represented the first

year that

merit pay was fully:operatiing as intended by~the law.

All

agencies covered by merit pay had made the conversion to that
system, and differences between'OPM and GAO had been ironed
out,

thereby

insuring

properly computed.

that funding
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.1.

the system

was

Results'of the payouts were as follows

(Ref.-401:

S..

for

- NinE-ne percent

(91%) of merit pay employees received
toor greater than, the~full comparability
piiyouts equal'
adjusiient
ýof--4%.

- The majority -of merit pay employees (62%) received
pixyouts between 4.1 and 7.0%.
A smaller number (26%)
received payouts in the range of 7.1 to 10%.
-

In ,comparison, General 'Schedule employees received
increases of between 4 and 7%', depending on their
eligibility for withinr.grade 4increaseg. Those employees
who performed exceptionally well and received quality
step 'increases received approximaEely 3% more; for some,
this repLesented a total increase of 10%.
Other issues surfaced during this year which raised

additional concern kith merit pay:
- Up to 1982, OPg officials had'interpreted' the regulations
as forbidding agencies to guarantee a specific portion of
the meritpay fund for a-certain level ofý performance.
There was significant resistance' to, this interpretatjion,
since many, agencies wanted to guarantee full
comparability to merit pay employees who performedat the
"satisfactory" level. in 1982, however, the same OPH
officials made a complete about-face by inviting- agencies
to revise merit pay plans to target full comparabi!l~ty to
satisfactory performers. This new policy was welcdied by
agencies; however, new doubts about OPH's knowledge and
guidance were raised since the 1800 turn in
interpretation occurred without any related change to the
regulations.
At best, OPM looked "wishy-washyO; at
worst, incompetent.
-

In 1982, pay distinctions wereonly slightly better than
in 1981.
The pay variances between' top and average
performers was only about 3%--the value of a quality, step
increase under the longevity-based GS system.
After the 1982'payouts, a merit pay employee survey

was once-more conducted at the DefenseaýCommunications Agency
(Ref.

41)].

The bottom line was that while there was,some

greater acceptance of the merit pay system,
attitudes remained,for the-most part negative.
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2,

employee

Additionally,

the surveyed showed that the system did not meet the major
objective of providing an -incentive for better performance by
merit pay employees.

Employee comments included the

following:
- "The merit pay syatemi appears to require outstanding
performance for little
or no reward-such asyst~em will
not cause performance to improve."

"-"This
system
results."

is

a paperwork nightmare yielding no

- "I was only marginally better off after an outstanding
[;ating] than if I were not under, the merit pay--not much
incentive based on merit pay."
- "0' strongly approve of the merit pay system in principle.
I find that in its application and administration it is
not meeting its stated objectives, i.e., to motivate and
reward merit' pay employees to more efficient and
effective performance."
- "Merit pay is a demotivator due to the extreme amount of
paperwork, the miniscule amount of money at stake, and
the inequity that occurs."
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IV.

DISCUSSION

With an objective of more closely aligning pay to
productivity, the merit pay system was hailed as the way to
improve

the Federal Government's

practices.

Not only did it

employee

not do this,

compensation
it

replaced

a

previously stable compensation system with one which was
ineffective. The reasons for the failure encompass both the
general problems inherent in any pay-for-performance

system,

and the specific problems of implementing merit pay in the
public sector.

These problems can be categorized into seven

major areas:
- difficulties in~performance evaluation,
- insignificant monetary rewards,
- extraordinarily qomplex'and time-consuming systems,
- inconsistent employee treatment,
- inept OPk assistance,
- administrative errors, and
- pay inequity.
A.

DIFFICULTIES IN PERPORMANCE EVALUATION
One of the most frequent complaints of employees in bbth

the privati and public sectors has been that performance
appraisals

are not

accurate.

In

fact,

performance

evaluations are generally-notorious for being invalid'and
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&

biased.

The Federal Government merit pay. appraisal system is

no different.
The system requires

that performance requirements or

elements be identified, and a standard orimeasure be defined
against which an employee's performance is evaluated.
The
final evaluation serves as the basis for determining the
amount of the merit pay increase.
accurately measured

can be
However,

in some jobs, performance
time-study methods.

through

most supervisory or managerial jobs do not lend

themselves to this approach, and other techniques must be
used.

,hen

question,

the validity of these techniques is in serious
as they are,

employees do not feel that the

performance appraisal is very accurate,

and thus have little

reason to believe that performance and pay are linked.

One

researcher notes the inevitable results:
"If the system ... doesn't have adequate performance
appraisal, you find that people develop a wide range of
very different perceptions of what pays off ...
If you
interview subordinates in an organization that 'has a merit
pay system' but has poor performance appraisal, you will
find a wide range~of opinion about whether the system works
or not, and what it means to get a merit increase. Often
the perceptions are very cynical,
they are
counterproductive,
and indeed they are really not
motivating anything except what we would properly call
superstitious behavior" (Ref. 42].
Another

issue

revolves

around

the

performance standards and&appraisals.

inconsistency
Employees

of
who

performed essentially ,the same job, but worked for different
supervisors, invariably had very different standards by which
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their performance was measured.
little and still

Often one em!ioeayi~voud do

receive an "Outstanding",

while another was

required to go to extraordinary lengths in brder to achieve
the same rating.
lower rating.
Sstandards

Generally, the latter employee received a
As one individual noted,

breeds' inequity,

and

"Disparity of

therefore, distrust

and

contempt for the system" [Ref. 43]
A last issue deals with the distribution of performance
ratings.

In order to have any meaningful pay distinctions

between the top and average performers,

the majority of

performance ratings had' to fall at the satisfactory level.
To insure that this happened,

some agencies used a forced

distribution scheme, limiting the number of "Outstanding" and
"Highly Successful" ratings.
,publicized since it

This type of practice was not

is expressly forbidden by regulation;

however, employees were aware of it and, not surprisingly,
reacted with bitterness, distrusti and a total lack~of belief
in the system.
B.

INSIGNIFICANT MONETARY REWARDS
One of the fundamental beliefs of merit pay is that money

can be used to motivate employees.

Even the group of

researchers who subscribe to this belief, however,
to point out that to be motivating,

are quick

salary increases must be

large enough tobe perceived as being worth the extra effort.
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No one figure has been identified by researchers as being
"large enough" to motivate, primarily because this figure
changes in times of inflation and is highly dependent on the
individual employeeIs perceptions.

A few researchers contend

that increases must be around 7% to notivate;
another says that "if
standard anyway,

it

however,

4,to 5 percent increases are rather

is doubtful that the potential of 7 will

-do much to motivate anyone" (Ref.

44].

The "standard" merit increase for 1982 ranged from 4.1 to
7%.

A small number of employees rqceived increases of 10%.

This 3% differential is

so small that it

meaningless in terms of motivation.

is

essentially

The incremental input

required to obtain the incremental outcome is
perceived as being worth the effort.

generaýiyý not

As one researcher

notes, "Analogically, the salary differential in an' equity
sense is probably equivalent to telling a 17-year old that if
the finishes, high -school he'll get a new car,
finishes high school

with a B-plus

average,

but if

he

he'll also

receive a tape deck for that new car" [Ref. 45].
Amore basic problem is that merit pay fails to take into
account the results of numerouswstudies which indicate that
money-has little-value as a motivator and that if

individuals

are already motivated to-.erform because of innate or learned
drives. Some people point out that if performance is a-result
motivation is aiready present,

of ability plus effort, and if
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the differences in performance are a function of differences
in ability.

Pay for performance systems,

therefore,

reward

differential ability rather than differential motivation.
C.

EXTRAORDINARY COMPLEX AND TIME-CONSUMING SYSTEMS
The literature on designing incentive systems emphasizes

the importance of keeping these systems, simple. Designers of
pay for performance plans' are told to make the link between
performance and pay clear and obvious, and to avoid complex
bonus pools or combinations of numerous interrelated factors.
The Federal merit pay system, however, is immersed in
complexity.

One example

is

the General

Services

Administration system entitled "Linking Individual Pay to
Performance

(LIPP)." As a former OPM official said,
requires a quantitative background just to understand:

f.t

"A set of adjustable mathematical formulas can be
derivedto calculate an employee's total salary increase
once the- comparability adjustment, distribution of
performance ratings, and amount in the merit pay fund lfor a
particular pool is known ....
Employees will be able to
estimate their salary increases from the LIPP Scale by
finding their current salary (before the comparability
adjustment) on the horizontal -axis, following that salary
up to their performance curve and then left to the vertical
axis, where they will find their new salaries (just after
the comparability adjustment)l
The point at which each
performance
comparability
marks the
performance curve
levelcrosses
salary the
ceiling
for thatlpne
performance
level" [Ref. 46].
The cost of administering these complex merit pay, systems
has been estimated by an economist at $1 Billion [Ref. 47].
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Taxpayers would no doubt be upset over the added administra*

tive cost of the merit pay program if

they knew that the

payouts made-to merit pay, employees were generally comparable
to the very simple GS system.
People outside the public sector generally see the merit
pay system and its complexities as being ludicrous.

One

merit pay employee authored a paper which proposed to use a
compensation system for baseball players, which was based on
the Pederal Government's mirit pay system. When submitted to
the Harvard Business Review,

the article was slotted for

publication as a satirical piece.

Upon being told that the

article was serious and that the Government was in fact using
such a system, the piece was scrapped for publication.

The

system it proposed just could not be taken seriously by'the
editors.
Not only is the system overly complex,
c6nsuming.

it

is too time-

Prior to merit pay, performance appraisals did

not require written standards, and only required extensive
documentation

if

"Unsatisfactory".

The merit pay system represented a,,quantum.

leap in paperwork,

the

rating

was

"Outstanding"

or

requiring written standards as well as

extensive written justification for all employee performance
,ratings.

The 1981 GAO Report to the Congress states in part

that "one reason that the Government has not been successful
in attempting to base pay on performance was that too much
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MP!

managerial

time

was

needed

to document performance

distincttons amonig employees" [Ref. 48].,
D.

INCONSTSTENT EMPLOYEE TREATMENT
Inconsistencies

iný the

treatment

apparent from the beginning,
coverage were made.
their GS-13,

of

employees were

whon decisions on merit pay

Some agenc='

identified virtu6lly all

14 and 15 employees as supervisors or management

officials and thus to be covered under merit pay, while other
agencies -were ouch narrower in their interpretations.

This

resulted in cases where employees performing essentially the
same jobs but at-separate agencies were treated differently-one group under merit pay,
GS system.

the other remaining under the old

Payouts among comparable emuplryees also varied from one
agency to another.

A good deal of these differences stemmed

from the fact that merit pay design was decentralized and
that,, therefore,
pay plans.

different agencies had very different merit

An employee's payout could vary by as much as 10%

depending upon the merit pay plan that was utilized.
the obvious problems in pay equity,

Besides

this caused difficulties

when employees transferred from one agency to another.
Even within the same agency, employees at the same grade
level and with the same performance rating could receive
different pay increases.

Due to peculiarities

in the

allotment of merit pay funds, an employee placed in a unit

1
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comprised mainly of individuals at the top end of their pay
ranges would receive a smaller increase than a comparable
employee in a unit comprised mainly of employees at the lower
end of the pay range.

Moreover,

a "Satisfactory" employee in

a unit of "outstanding" employees received far less than a
"Satisfactory" employee of the same grade in
employees with "Satisfactory" ratings.

a unit of

Needless to say,

this

generated a great deal of comparison and dissatisfaction.
E.

INEPT OPM ASSISTANCE
The OPM staff members from 'whom agencies expected to

obtain guidance and assistance weie themselves inexperienced
in the area of pay for performance and unsure of the method
in which it

should be implemented in the Federal Government.

Agencies calling OPM for assistance generally found that the
guidance given was either inadequate or erroneous.

With no

definitive stand on the issues, different offices within OPM
often provided conflicting

guidance

or

regulatory

interpretations leaving agencies at a loss when trying to
design their individual merit pay plans.
The various agency merit pay plans had to be approved by
OPM prior to implementation.

OPM placed few regulatory

requirements on the design of merit pay plans, preferring
instead to take a decentralized and nonprescriptive approach
in order to give agencies flexibility in designing their
systems.

However, agencies soon discovered that unless their

5S
'- '

--

-----.

plans conformed to certain unstated preferences of some OPM
officials, disapproval was likely. It was not unusual for
agencies to submit merit pay plans that had the unofficial
blessing of OPM staffers,

only to find that the plan was

disapproved, by a higher level official who had an entirely
different concept of merit pay.

Confusion was the order of

the day; both at agencies and within OPM, and merit pay was
the casualty.
met the

OPM's emphasis was on insuring that agencies

October 1981 deadline for merit pay implementation,

rather than on monitoring the quality of merit pay systems
design.

The Comptroller General's Report to the Congress

criticized

OPM

for providing

"late,

confusing,

and

everchangifig policy guidelines and regulations" and stated
that OPM's lack of leadership "raises serious questions about
the merit pay program's chance for success" (Ref. 491.
F.

ADMINISTRATIVE ERRO.-S
The errors made by OPM in calculating the money available

for the 1981 payouts effectively sabotaged merit pay for the
first year of Government-wide implementatiofi.

Moreover,

the

reassuring charts prepared by OPM to convince employees of
the "advantage" of being under
without force,

ierit

pay were suddenly'

being~based on erroneous computations.

These

-errors, and the last-minute adjustments to correct them,
genera-:ed doubts and disillusions about the system in the
minds of affected Federal employees.
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Vi
G.

PAY INEQUITY

'Equity theory states that employees -will make comparisonsof their efforts and rewards with those of others in similar
work conditions.

As stated earlier,

merit pay employees at

the same grade and with, the same performance rating usually
received different pay increases,

due to fund.allocation

practices and' to the composition of the various merit pay

units.

These pay inequities not only caused'dissatisfactioni•.

but also-damaged cooperation between organizational

units by

stimulating unhealthy competition.
A more predominant
however,

source of dissatisfaction

arose,

when merit pay employees compared their increases

to the amount they would have received under the GS system.
In

most cases,

particularly

if

the merit pay increase was smaller-the merit pay employee

would have been

eligible for a within-grade increase under the old system.
This resulted in the inevitable perception that merit pay
individuals,

who had attained their supervisory

managerial positions because
employees,

and/or

they, were high, caliber

were being "punished" by their very success.
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V.

CONCLUSIONS,

The previous chapter examined the reasons that merit pay
failed in the Federal Government.

However,

most individuals

would agree'with a former OPH official that "Regardless of
the reasons for

the billion dollar program's-failure,

Congress should demand hard evidence of a meaningful
advantage over the longevity-based general schedule step
system applied befor 9thl advent of merit pay andstill' iftuse
for employees not covered by merit pay."
After the third year of operation,

the-politicians who

had approved the system by passing Public Law 95-454 were
indeed viewing it

with distrust and demanding an evaluation.

The GAO was commissioned by Congress to conduct a new study
-of merit,pay, and although:they do not expect to c6mplete it
until. September 1983,

GAO officials state that changes will

have to be made to the current system if

it

is to succeed.

Congresswoman Roiemary Oakar's Subcommittee, on Compensation
and'Employee Benefits under the Post Office and Civil Service
is currently awaiting theGAO Report, which will be used In
hearings conducted by-the Subcommittee.
Congresswoman Pat Schroeder of'-the Post Office-and-Civil
Service Subcommittee feeli merit pay is a'poorly designed
system that hasn't worked'anaý.was probably designed so it
can't work.
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Congressman Frank Wolf of Virginia referred to the, system
as a "shambles" and affirmed that the "program has not lived
up to its intent." Although he personally supports, the
*

notion of pay-for-performance,

Congressman Wolf believes the

present system lacks sufficient reward to be an incentive and
to
further that it penalizes merit pay employees in relation
their GS counterparts.

He cites the inequities of payouts

major problem, and
among merit pay employees as another
stresses the need) to have a system that is consistent
has
throughout the Government. To that end, Congressman Wolf,
returns
introduced legislation (H.R. 1841) which, in effect,
merit pay employees to the longevity-based compensation
bonuses
system, ahdeprovides incentive pay in the form of
(Appendices D and E).

Hearings on the legislation began

during •the last week in May 1983.

If

passei, ,his system

should save the Government $91 million in payroll costs,
the
thereby reducing the $5.4 billion payroll costs, of
currentamerit pay system.
Many government officials and employees believe that
in
merit'pay is good in theory, but that it hasn't worked
if a system can't work in practice, it is
haid-to believe that its theoretical basis is sound. The
consensus throughout the Government is that the curient merit

practice.

However,

pay system does not work.

The question is whether it

can'

ever work even after extensive revisions, and'pre-testing.
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Probably not.

Even a short review of the literature

demonstrates that the fundamental beliefs upon which iserit
pay is based are contested by a significant number of the
researcher community (e.g., the use of money as a motivator).
Futhermore,

research into comparable~private

sector pay-for-

performance plans shows that these plans, have,
part,

been unsuccessful.

for the most

By modelling itself oni

Ehese

largeLyunsuccessfui plans, and by further adding a myriad of
regulatory restrictions and procedures,

the Government is

destined to have a system which shows even less promise than
those in the private sector.
A total return to the old GS system would seem to be
in

order,

and, would certainly be- preferred, by the vast

majority of merit pay, employees.

'Howevei,

it would no doubt

,be impossible politically to do this, since Congress-would
have to do an embarrassing about-face.

Nonetheless,

some

action must be, taken to rid the Government of its $1 billion
albatross and return to a sensible and stable compensation
-system.

The Wolf proposal appears to have the most promise,

both in its simplicity and in its pay-for-performance bonus
provisions.
monumental
inequity,

If it

does not pass, theGovernmeni faces the

task of revising

a system which

now breeds

fosters disharmony, and often creates demotivation.
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APPENDIX A

TEXT OF THE LAW(

Text of the Law
in underanding the regulations. the text of therelevant lawsis
For theuseofreaders
set forth below:

appearin,:1hap(1) Theprittcipal statutory provisions concetning the MecritPaySystetm
ter A4of title S. United StatesCode. the text of which follows:

Public Law 95.454-October 13, 1973
"Chapter 54-Merit Ps) and Cask Awards

":Sec.
*5.t0l. Purpose.

pay system.
Meest
1*5402.
"5M0. Cashaward program.

Report.
"31404.

I'MtO. Regulations.
115401. Purpt6ve
"I2) It isthe purpose of this chapte to provtde for-

"(I) a meestpay systemwhich shallandreward quality peeforosaice by varywith in available funds. recognize
"I(A)

pay adjustments.
Ing meest
appraisals asthe basisfor ditertinitig toerit payadjust"(1)lwseperfoensanee
ments;
"IC) within available funds, ýrovide for train ing to improve objectivity and
in the evalutiton of performsance*. and
fairness
appropriate control techregulate thecostsof merit pay byestablishting
"1DW
niques; and

accomfor superiorT
"12) a cashawardprogram which shallprovide cashawards
andspeciaservice.,
phsslinent
shall
chaipter
this
subsection,
this
of
Except asprovided in paragraph (2)
"Ih(WO
(IlIl
(10)ansd
official (asdeflned Inpara~grasphs
apply to any supervisor or mtanagemnent
15
or
14,
of this title, repectively) who isin aposition which isin GS-3.
of section 7103
title.
this
of
5104
desctibed in section
othe 'General Schedule
Of
the President
application under subparagraph (C) oifthisparagraph,
from the applicatlim of this
or any unit of anagency
anagency
may. in witting, exclude
considers suchecxulitnito berequired asa result of conditionn
chapter if thePresident
asng from-

"M)Upon

t
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"(i) the recent establishment of the agencyor unit. or the implementaton of Anew
pregran.

"(1h)
any other situation or crcumsrance.
"(B) Any exclusion uider this paragraph shall not take effect earlier ttan 30calendar
days after the President transmits to each House of the Congrets a report describing the
agencyor unit to be excluded and the reasons therefor.
"(C) An application for exclusion under this parigraph of an agency or any unit of
an agency shall be filed by the head of the ageny nwith
the Office of Personnel Managemetnt.a•.dshall set forth reasons why the agency or unit should be excluded from this
chapter. The Office shall review the application and reasons. undertake such other
review asit constders
appropriate to determine whether the agency or unit should be
excluded from the coverage of this chapter. and upon completion of its review, recommend to the Prestdent whether the agency or unit should b so excluded.
"(D) Any agency or unit which isexcluded pursuant to this paragraph shall. insofar
as practicable, make a sustained effort to eliminate the conditions on .hich the exclusion is based.
"(El The Office shall Vduiodically review any exclusion from coverageand may at
any tumerecommend to the President that an exclusion under this paragraph berevoked.
President may at any tune revoke, to writing, any exclusion under this ýiragraph.

"The

"§ 5402. Merit Pay System
"(a) In accordance with the purpose setforth in section SAOI(a14)
of this -tide. the
Office of Personnel Management shall establish a merit pay system htichshall provide
for range of basic pay for eachgrade to which'the system applies, which range shall be
Imnitedby the nuimum and maximum rates of basic pay payable for eachgradeunder
chapter 53 of this title.
"(b)(I) Under regulations prescribed by the Ofrce. the head of eachagency may provide for increases within the range of basic pay for any employee covered by the merii
•pay system.
"(2) Determinations to provide p increasesunder this subsection"(A) may take into a•count indsvidual performnance and otganizational accomplishment, and
"(B) shall bebased on factors stuch as"li) any improvement in efficiency, pr••ductivity, and qualityofwvork or service.
including any significant reduction in papeiwork;
"-(u)cost efficietcr.
"liii) timelrinss of perfoemanc-. and
"(wv) other indications of the effectiveness, productivity, and qualsiy of peeformarmee
of the employees for whom the employee is responsible.
"(C) shall be subject to reviýw only in accordancr;eeh and to the extent provided
by procedures established by the head of the agency.and
"(D) shall be made in accordancewith regulations "SSuedk,.the Office which
relateto th distribution of Increases
authorized under this subsection.
"
" '
"(3) For any fical year.the head of anyagency may izarcise authority underparagraph(I) of thin subsection
only to the e•ent of the funds available for the purpose of

tbis subsection,
"(4) Thi funds available for the porpoe or this oubsiction to the head of any agency
for any fiscal year shIa be detcssined befoe the beginning of the fscal year by the
Office on the basisof the amocs entimlsaed
bythe Office to be necessary
to reflet-
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would have been
"(A) within-grade step increases and quality step increases which
the fiscal year to the
paid under subchaptef II of chipter 53 of this title during
the employees were not so
employees of the agency covered by the mesatpay system if
covered; and
"(B) adjtamtnetts urider section 5305of this title which would have been paid
employees if the employees were
under such subchapter during the fiscal year to such
unmdrsubsection (c)(1) of
not so covered. lessan amount reflecting the adjustment
fiscal yea.
payable to the employees for the
this section in rates of basic pay of the frist applicable pay period commencing ot
"(c)(I) Effective at the beginning
under section
effect
takes
adjustment
or after the iust day of the month in which an
under this chapter shall be ad.
5305 of this title, the rate of basic pay for any position
justed by an amount equal to the greater ofin the annual rate of pay which
"(A) one-half of the percentage of the adjustment
to positions not covered by the
corresponds to the percentage generally applicable
or
mert pay system in the same gradeas the position;
of adjustmenttin the annual rzte of
of such percentage
"(B) such greater amounit
hls
the'Office.
by
is brought under the mern a yte
position
be determined
%hose
pay as" may
c2
n mPlo>•c
position, be entitled to receive basic pay at
long as the employee continues to occupy the
emt.lo ee wasreceiving when the pm!amon
a rate of basic pay not less than the rate the
under parathe mert pay system, plus any subsequent adjustment
subsection.
under
(1) of this
was brought

-

the minimum
"(3) No employee to whom this chapter applies may be paid lessthan
rate of basic paYof the graide of the employee's position.
of advancement through
"(dl Under regulationS prescribed by the Office, the benefit
for any employee covered by the
the range of basic pay for a grade'shall be preserved
public interest by service
the
in
mert pay system wsioe continuous service is;nterrupted
non.Governnseiat civilian employment
with the armed forces, or by service in essential
during a period of war or national emergency.
title, rates of basic jay of employees
"(c) For the purpose of section $941 of this
rates of basic pay fixed by statute.
covered by the mert pay systemshall be considered
"1§5403. Cash Award Prolram
award to, id incur necessary expenses
"(a) The head of any agency may pay a cash
by the merit pay system whothe honorary recognition of. any emploee coered
superior ace•mplishmnet. or other
invention,
"(I) by the employce's suggestion,
economy, or ottm- imrovem..ent of
personal effort, contributes to the efficiency,
reduction in paperwork: of
significant
a
achieves
or
s
operatilo
Government
public interest in cotnectlott with or
"(2) performs a special ict or servicein the
related to the employer's Federal employment.
and incor necessary erpeises for the
"lb) The President may paya cash award to,
by the meraipay system whohonorary recognition of. any employee covered

"for

superior accompishmnett, or other

bythe employee's suggestion, inventionri,
economy, or other improvement of
personal effort, contributes to the efficiency,
reduction in paperwork; or
Government operations or achieves a significant
I",.

"(1)

in thepublic
actor service
exceptiontally mrisstoriouis special

"(2) performs an
employment.
or related to the employee's Federal
terest in connection withmay
awardunder niuctiot
be In taddition toan agency.eash
cath iward
A Presideomtlad
(a) of this section.
section nsin addition to t&ebasic pay
"(c) A eash'award to any employee under this
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of the employee under section 5402 of this title. Acceptance of a cash award under this
section constitutes an ag•reeent that the useby the Government of any idea,method.
or device for which the award is made does not form the basis of any claim of any
nature againtst the Goversment by the employee acceptint the award, or the employee's
heirs or assigns.
"(d) A cash award to. sait expenses
for the honorary recognition of. any employse
covered by the merit pay system may be paid from the fund or appropriation available
to the activity prminly benefiting, or the various activities benefiting, from the susigetion. invention, superior accomplis-ment, or other meritorious effort of the employee.
The head of the agency concerned shall determine the anmointto he contributed by each
actuvity to any agency cashaward under subsection (a) of this section. The President
shall determine the amount to becontributed by eachactivty to a Presidential award
,.under subsection (b) of this section.
"(cX)) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection. a cash award under
this section may not exiced SIO,00.
"(2) If the head of an agency certifies to the Office of Personnel Management that
the stiaeston. invention, superior accomplishment, or other mertoriosi$ effort of an
employee foewhich a cash award is proposed is hihly exceptional and unusually out.
of SIO.0 but not in excess of $25,000 may beiwaried
standing. a cash aiard in excess
to the employee on the approval of the Office.
"(1) The President or the head of an agency may pay a cash iward under this section
notwithstanding the death or separation from the service of "n employee, if the suggestion. invention, superior accomplishment, or other meritonous effort of the employee
for which the award is 'proposed was made or performed while the employee was
covered by the merit pay system.

"5 5404. Report
"The Office of Personnel Management shall include in each annual report required
by section 1308(a) of this tide a report n'the operation of the merit pay system and the
cash award program established under this chapter. The report shall include."(I) an analysis of the cost andeffectiveness of the merit pay system and the cash
award program: and
"(2) a statement of the agencies and units excluded from the coverage of this
chapter under section 5401(bX2) of this utle, the reasons
for which each exclusion was
made, and whether the exclusion continues to be warranted.

"5 S•), Regulalloi
"The Office of Personnel Management shall prescribe regulations to cary out the
purpose of this chapter.".
Incen" e A welds Amenulidnea
Sec. 02 (a) Section 4$03(l) of title 5. United States Code, is amended by inserting
after "*opeuatsons" the following "or achievesa•significant reduction in paperwork".
(b) Section 404(l) of title S, United States Code, is amended by inserting after
the fol•owing:-"or achieve$ a significant reduction 'n paperwork".

"i"operasiona"

rechn/aland Coslowminj Amendmq
Sec. 503. (a) Section 4501(2)of title S, United States Code, is amended by striking out
and inserting in lieuthereof ". but does not include an employe• coverad by the

"and"
merit pay system extablished under section

4 of this title; =ad".

[1

.(b) Section 4502(a) of title 3, United States Code, is amended by striking out
"S5.000"' and inserting in lieu thereof "110,00011.
(c) Section 4=02(b) of title S. United States Code, is amended(1) by striking out "Civil Service Commission" and inserting in lWuthereof
"Of fice of Personnel Management";
(2) by striking out "$3.000" and inserting in lieu thereof '110.000": and
(3) by striking out "the Commisszon" and inserrtig m ieu thereof "the Office".
(d) Section 4306 of tide 5, United States Code, is amended by striking out "Civil
Service Commission may" and inserting in lieu thereof "Office of Personnel Manage.
merit shall".
(r) The second sentence of section 5332(a) of title S. United States Code. is amended
by inserting after "applies" the following: ". except an employee Covered by the merit
pay system established under section 3402 of this title.".
If) Section 5334 of title 5. United States Code (as amended in section 801(a)(3l(G) of
this Act). is amended(I) in paragraph (2)of subsection (c). by inserting ". or for an employee appointed
to a position coered by the werit pay system established under section 5402 of this
title, any dollar amount." after "step". and
(2) b%adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"I(f) Is the case ot an employee covered by the merit pay system established under
section 5402 of this title, all references in this section to 'two seps' or 't.o sict,

mncreases'
shall bedeemed to mean 6 pmern.".
(s) Section 5335(e) of title S. United States Code. is amended by inserting after "individual" the following: "covered by the merit pay system established under section 340.
of this title, or.".
(h) Section !336(c) of title . United States Code. is amended by inserting after "trdi%idual" the following: "covered by the merit pay system established tnder section
.402
of this title, or.".
(i) The table of chapters for put III of title 5, United States Code, is amended by inserting after the item relating to chapter 53 the following new item:
"S4, Merit Pay and Cash Awards ........................................

3401".

Effective Date
Sec. 504. (a) The ptovisions of this title shall take effect on the first day of the ruet
applicable pay period which begins on or after October I, 1981. except that such provisions may take effect with respect to any category or categories of positions before such
day to the extent prescribed by the Director of the Office of Personnel Management.
(b) The'Dtfercor of the Office of Personnel Minagement shall include in the first
report required under section 3404 of title S.United States Code (as added by this ttle).
information with respect to the progres and cost of the implementation of the iaent
psy system and the cash award rogram estabs'hed under chapter 54 of such title (as
added by this title).
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APPENDIX ft
FY 1980 GENERAL SCHEDULE PAY RATES
Effective 10-05-80

New General Schedule Pay, Rates
The folh,\ing is the Ahcrnatkve Plan Adjustmnent for October 1980. for General Schedule
emplo.ees. sýbmittvd to Cungres.t by Pre~.ident CArter:

St. j,
GS
1
2
3
4.
58
6
7
*8
9
10
-*1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1
7960
S951,
9766
10963
12266
13672
15193
16826
18585
20467
22486
26931
32&48
378i71
44547
49193
538491
5S500°

2
$225
14t,69
10092
1128
12675
14128
15699
17387
19205
21149
23236
27,,49
:13116
39133
46O32
50838*
556441

3

4
9755
8490
9531
9242
1U41S 10744'
11693 12051.
13084
13493
14594 15040
16205 1711
17948 18509
19ý23 20445
21b3
'22513
23986 2:73G
2b747 24645
34184 35252
401395 41657
47517 491t12
52478' 54118"
37439* Soa5t*

5
90120
1420
1170
12423
1.1902
15496
17217
1!.4u70
211065
23195
25486
3W1543
36320
429119
504871
557M81
b"5l50

6

7

91169
WA109
113:96
127S
14311
15952
1..23
19631
21685
23677
26236
31441
37:188
44181
51972'
57:198'

9189
10393
117.22
13153
14720
16408
1S229
20.92
22305
24559
26986
.32339
3S456
45443
53457"
59500*

S
9144
10G87
12048
13518
15129
16864
18735
20753
22925
25241
27736
33237
39524
46705
54942*
5S5001

9
9699
10976
12374
138S3
155.18
17320
19241
21314
23545
25923
28486
34135
40592
47967
56427*
58500'

10,
9954
11265
12700
14248
15947
17776
19747
21S75
24165
26605
29236
36033
41660
49229
57912'

"The rate of bmic pay payable for employees at these rates is limited to the rate for level V'of the
Exrcuti e Schedule. Vw.112.50.
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APPENDIX C
GENERAL DECISION B-203022

OFISION

"FILE:

9rpI cO MprOLL-RSUN NNAL
U
ITATNI
UNFI¶TUD
*rsn
WAUINN

DATE:

B-203022

MATTER OF:
DIGEST:

TON.

0.C.

September 8,

20540

1981

Office of Personnel Management's Implementation of
Merit Pay

i.

The merit pay provisions of the Civil Service Reform
Act (5 U.S.C. . 5401 et sea.) require that the merit
pay system cost no more-- n the pre-cerit pay systew
Merit pay system is only meant to redistrizute funds
rwnichwould ,otherwise have been spent o'n certain salary increases under pre-merit pay system. Accordingly, OPM should revise its merit pay calculations
for within-grade step increase and quality step increase components of merit pay pool according to what
e 'encies would have otherwise spent on these types of

2.

OPM should not add "capped" funds, which would have
been paid to certain merit pay employees if not for

l

ae.ary increases under the meri, pay system.

the salaryp ceiling, to the fund to be used for merit
pay awards. The ceiling imposed on salaries pursuant
to certain appropriations restrictions is a limitation
on the merit pay system in that funds which-could nothave been paid under the pre-merit pay system are not
to be included in the merit pay pool.
During the course of an audit of the implementation by the Office
of Personnel Management (OPM) of the Merit Pay System under the Civil
Service Reform Act (CSRA), we have found that the method used by OPM
to calculate amounts available for merit pay payouts by agencies does
not conform to the requirements of the Act.

S

Under provisions contained in 5 U.S.C. 5 5402(b)(4), OPH is
required to determine the amount of funds available for the merit pay

program of each Executive agency and department prior to the beginning
of eacn fiscal year. OPM construes this provision of the merit pay
statute differently than does'tnis'Office. -hese differences center
upon the extent of the discretion granted OPM by this statute to cal-

culate the amount available to each agency andepartwent for merit
pay.

This statute reads as follow:

"(4)

The funds available for the purpose of t-his

subsection to the head of any agency for any fiscal
year shall be determined before the beginning of the
fiscal~year by the Office (of Personnel ManagenentlNon
the baits of'the amount estimated by the Office to be
necessary to reflect""(A) withiný-step increases and quality step increases
which would have been paid under sunchapter III (General
67
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Schedule Pay Rates] of charter 53 rPay Rates and Systems]
of this title during the fiscal year to the employees of
the agency covered by the merit pay system if the employees were not so covered; and
"(B) adjustments under section 5305 fannual pay
reports and adjustments] of -!.%is title which wculd have
been oaid under such subcnapter during the fiscal year
to sucn employees if the eri.-ovee: were not so covered,
less an amount refiec:-:i
n.re adJ3us•ient uner suosecticn (cl(l) of this sect:on =n rae:s of; zasic cay cayable to the employees for tne fiscal year."
"Subsection
(c)(1) allows OPM to reduce annual cost of living increases for merit pay partic:pants by as much as 50 percent.] (Er-phasis added.) 5 tU.3.C. Q 5402(b)(4).
It is OPv's position, in essence, what the statutory authorization
to CPM to estimate the amount necessary to reflect salary increases
which would nave oeen received by merit pay participants under the premerit .ay s-ystem was intentionally drafted to cive OP". the broadest
possible discretion in determ.Lning the merit pay pool. OPP also relies
on its statutory responsibilities under the Civil Service Reform Act as
a whole to devise an eauitable merit pay system wtich will be accepted
as such b. merit pay particlpants. T.uLS, CPv oelieves it is author.zed
to add funds to the merit pay pool in excess of %riat actually would
have been spent had merit pay not been imlemented, to satisfy certain
objectives such as ensuring that no enmloyee be penalized due to the
implementation of merit pay and ensuring that the average annual salary

rate of all emolovees suzject to merit pay be ecuivalent to what their
average annual salary rate would have oeen ruder the pre-cerit pay
system.
Our Office's position, on the ctner
provision limits CPM to estimates of the
paid for within-qrade, quality steep, and
merit pay employees were -timLl urner -_ne

hand, is that the cuoted
amounts which would have been
comparability increases if
old -Vs t.I/
Further, this

l/ In this reaard this Office does not ob3ect to regulations promul"gated by OPM at 5 CFR 54C.103(d) which permit agencies to expend an
amount no less than 95 percent and no greater than 105 percent of the
merit pay figure provided annually by OPM. OPM.'s formula is based on
estimates of events which would not be susceptible to precise determination before the fact even in tne absence of the merit pay situation.
in view of the imprecise nature of thi estimates, we believe that OPM
has properly incorporated a decree of flexibility into the system.
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provision's leqislative history convincingly demonstrates that Congress intended for t-ne merit pay system to cost no more than the
amount expended under the pre-merit pay system. It was the intent of
the Congress that tne iplermentation of the merit pay system would
only redistribute an amount essentially equal to the amount expended
under the pre-merit pay system.
This intent is clearly expressed in statements made by
Presicent Carter, by the Chairman and reputy Executive Director of
v.e Civi: Service Commission (currently CP.), and by statements contained in tne Senate ane House Comm.-ttee Reports. President Carter,
in a messaae to the Congress, stated tnat the merit pay system "" * *
(weekly Compilation of
would no: increase payroll costs * * *."
Presidential tDcurents, Marcn 2, 1978). This position was reiterated
by •he Honorazle Alan K, Campell, Chairman, C.S. Civil Service Comnission when h- stated: "The net effect of these changes (the merit
pay syste. I is that employees as a group will receive neither more
nor less than tney presently do, but those individuals performing in
a su..perior fashion will receive higner salary increases." (Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 and'reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1978: Hearings
on S. 2640, S. 2707, and S. 2830 oefore the Ccmmittee on Governmental
Also,
Cong.,Director,
2d Sess. U.S.
36 (1978)).
States Senate,
95th
Affairs
tm.ited
xecu:tive
j.zn McCo.oid,
Depu:y
Pr.
Georoe
tne Service
Senate
from tne s•.aff
ofCivil
to cuestions
Corission,
responding

,

Crmiittee on Governmental Affairs in the above cited hearings stated:
"There will be no inmact, either plus or minus, on
overall payroll and benefit costs as a result of the
introduction of the merit pay program. Under the pro, funds which, under the present system, woaid be
grra,
expended automatically would be redistributed nased
upon meritorious performance rather tnan time in grade."
Moreover, in a section-by-section analysis of S. 2640, The Civil Service
Reform Act, by the-Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, it is stated:

h
S

-

"*The meri: pay system would not recuire additional
expenditure of money. ".he money saved from not awardinn full across-tne-board ccr.prability increases and
autcartic step increaes would be used to reward those
employees wro deserve pay raises or bonuses." S. Rep.
No. 9B-969, 95th Cong., 2J Sess. 88 (1978).
Finally, both the Senate and House Committee Reports contain cost
estimates from the Congressional Budget Office stating that the implemntation of the merit pay system would have no effect on the total
amount of funds expended for personnel compensation. S. Rep. No. 95-969,
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95th Cong., 2d Seas.
21 Seas. 94 (1978),

123 (1978); H.R. Rep. No.`95-1403, 95th Cong.,

The funmsmtal issue, as we-see it, centers around propr
determination of the size of the. apprpriation* Congress has made
available for merit pay purposes. In our oýinion, the terms of
S 5402(b)(4), quoted above, coupled with the.completely consistent
legislative history, clearly daimstrate thatethe Act was,only meant
to redistribute funds and not to provide additional funds-for salary
increases. OP9's development of the me-rit pay formula m6st comply
with this restriction. In our view, it is not permissible under:the
CSRA for 09M to calculate funds available for agency merit piyýypr-ograms which would result in more money being expended under the merit
pay system than would have been spent under the pre-werit pay rsyt.m.
Calculations by our audit staff demnstrate, hawever, that the aounts

allowed by OP.'s formula for pre-werit paywithin-grade and quality

step increases overstates by $58 to $74 million dollars the mount$
which would have been paid to merit par employees if they were still

under the previous syste.

furthermore, CP9's formula includes mounts

for within-grade, quality step, and boparability , -reases which would
be due merit pay eloyes W0o are--at or
oabve
the statutory pay cap

of $50,112.50 if the cap did not exist or wecre lifted. This has the
potential of permitting these funds; none of ~which wold have been

spent under the pre-merit pay system, tc'be used for writ pay awards
to employees whose salaries are not" limited-by the pay cap.
Our analysis of how 01's computation, of• these three facets of-'the
merit pay formula will result in additional money being spent on merit
pay is as follows:

Within-grade Steqp Increases
MmWen
determining the within-grade step increase conent of merit

pay, cmt asmwes that each employee eligible for merit pvy would have
received a within-grade step increase under the prior program on
October 1, the beginning of the fiscal year. By computing the within-

*

grade increase component of the merit pay pool as if it were due at

"II

the beginning of the fiscal ý6lf, CM is establishing a formula which
overstates the amount of meoney which would have been expendez on
within-grade increases but for merit pay. 7his fs because eligUb'!e
employees under the pre-eerit pay syatsn would have received withingrade increases on their particular annivorsary datei which datosfall throughout the fiscal year. 011 believes that this is necessary
because only by using this formula can it assure that the group of
employees who would haye received within-grade increases during- the
period October 5, 1981 to April.5, 1982, if not for theiplementa-ion
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I.

of merit pay will not be penalized. OPM also maiintains that use of
the October I date is necessary for,'it to ensureAhitt the average
annual salary rate of all employees subject to merit pay will ha equivalent to, what the average annual salary rates of these employees would

have been under the pre-merit piy-system.

In our opinion, the copupting of the within-grade increase.
component of the'merit pay pool in this manner does not conform to
the mandates of the CSRPA.'Tb ensure compliance with the CSMA,this
of the formula should reflect as precisely- as possible what
otherwise would'have beefi actually spent on within-grade increases.
Thus, CPM should compute the percentage agencies would have actually
allocated Ifrom their, payrolls for the awarding of within-grade in-

Somponet

creases but for merit pay in a given' year'and this figure should be

used as~part of the determination of the funds available for merit pay

increases., While OPM's'method of calculating within-gradei increases

aparently will assure that the average annual salary rate of employees

wtier merit pay will be equivalent to what it would have'been under the
pre-merit pay system, this is not required by the CSRA. Similarly, the

a

does not authorize OPM 'to adjust the merit pay formula to assure

that employees who would-hxve been due within-grade increases durin•
the first half, of, fiscal- 1982 will receive under merit pay what they
would have otherwise received uheer the pre-merit pay system. Moreover,
this seems contrary to the CS;Als basic-concept of rewarding meritorious
performarce rather than-longevity of service.

Qualit? Step IncreasesSWen calculating the quality step increase-component of the merit
pay pool, OP I-ncludes what it believes agencies should have spent on
this type of salary increase-in the~past rather-than the aemunt-agencies
have historically spent. It i's truethat~the-CSPA does not maidate that

in Cal, )ating t quality step increase or.withI(n.-rade increase comPWVoqZ
of th-=it pay pool, .0014compute these components~to'reflect

what agencies have -historically spent on these two types of salary-increees. Instead, the-Act only'requires C01 to estimate what woul'have

*

been paid to esployees during the-fisicail year if-they were notwcovered

bylerit

Srefr:ring

pay. This can rost logicaly, in cur view,.be achieved by-

to historical data. However, there may be other ways to satist; this requirement nd it Wain 021's discretion to determine the

best possible nethod to meet this requrement -for the.vaario6s co*nents of the pool.

Thus, although agencies have historically only

spent .1 percent of theirl.pols

on quality step increases., 02

would

be authorized to use the .4 percent ofpayroll costs foi this om&ponent
it is proposing to use if 021 can show that a change in historical-p!artice would have resulted in .4 percent of payroll costs being paid as-

I
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will
fiscal year 1982. However, -if agencies
quality step increases in
costs on
payroll
total
their
of
percent
.1
only
continue to spend
in fiscal Year
non-merit pay~emploryeesof.,t,
quality step increases~ for cmputing'
puol -should
this portion
1982, inour view, cm in
maintains that
OPH
if
even
costs
only use .1 percent of total payroll
underutilization of
this will effectively result in the continued
unless OPH takes positivequality step increases. In other words,
perquality step~increases totalfor.4 using
steps to-assure that non-merit pay we
see no justification
cent of salaries'Governmnt-wide,pool can
purposes.
such-a percentage for merit pay
Increments Above the Statutorv ,'ayCeiling
cm-putations, amounts
09K includes, as part of its merit pay pool
increases, and.c...arfor within-,grade step increases, qualitystep employees urier the
paid-to
ability increases which would,have been
the statutory cap imposed'on
foi
not
were
it
if
pre-writ pay system fixed at $50,112.50. CEK's procedures requie that
salaries, currently
rece~ve accoDunting'or Opaper"
employees whose salaries exceed the cap
will he established if

rate
increases in order that their proper pay
agrees)that these employees must
the'cap is ever lifted. Ihis Office
these increases

however,
receive paper increases. We do not believe,
exists that
possibility
if-the
pool
pay,
merit
the
in
may~be included
employees eligible for sent
these capped'funds might be-di-tributed to
A distribution of this sort
piay who have not reached this ceiling.
pay pool because these
merit
the
in
funds
will result in,additional
pre-merit pay system,
the
runer
expended'
been.
funds would not have
the pay cap. In our view, this is
given ~the continued existenceIn ofthis
rogard, we would not object, in
not permitted by the CSPA.
which would otherof,"pperl-salarY-incesses
use
the
to
priciple,
much
c~alcul~ating ho~w
_of
purposes
for
employees
capped
wsbedue
and non-capped emmney would be n the mrit pay pool for capped
we can see no justificaployees if'the cap-did not exist. However,pay enployees of any of
tion for distribution to non-cappedfmeritthese funds would be~piyable
because'none of
"these *paper" increases
under the pre-merit pay.system.
Conclusion

that the
As indicated above, our audit stiff has determined
components of. merit
~Ous
var
the
of
calculations
0994
above-describedavailable' to' all executive agencies, collectively, appay will make
year 'for mwrit pay
" .oxlmately $58'- $74 million dollars more every
pay
than uould have been expended under the pre-merit
t
expemditures
of the merit pay pool in a
system. In'cur opinion, tk-computation
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iztediate action to'
Cp djuldtakilc
A
rdigly
CS?.
plan to bring it intO c**LanlC
tetftheacsRA.ntii
,ihthis restriction.

ACting'

crtro1Ir p"eneral,

;of the.iaa
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To amend chapter 54 of tide 5, United Stwes Code, to reform the merit pay
svytem

iN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MAWR 2. 198i
Mr. WOLP (for himself; Mr. WHrrM-sr, and'Mr. Pmis) mtroduced the following bill; which wu referred to the Committee on Pcst Office and Civil
Serice

A BILL
To amend chapter 54 of title'5, United States Code, to reform
themeritpay system.
1

Be it enucted by the-Senmae and House of Rspre3enta-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress dsaembled,
3
4

SHORT TITLE
SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Merit-Pay

5, Reform Act of 1983".,
6

7
8

PERFORMUNCE MANAGEMENT AND RiCOGNITION SYSTEM

SEC. 2. (a) Chapter 54 of title 5, United States Code, is
amended to read as follows:

74
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1

"CHAPTER 54-PERFORMANCE RECOGNITION
"541.Pbrpose.
"5402. Coverue.

"5403. Performance manapment and reognoton ý%stnm.
":'404. Csh award program.
":5405. Report.

2 "§ 5401. Purpose

:.3

"It isthe purpose of this chapter to.provide for a per-

4 formance management and recognition syttem-which shall"(1) use performance appraisals as the basis for
6

determining basic pay-and performance awards;
"(2).within available funds, recognize. and&reward

8

quality performance by viryingilevels of performance

9

awards:

10

"(3) within. available funds, provide for.training to

11

improve accuracy and fairness,in the evaluation of per-

12

formance;

13
14
15
16

"(4) regulate the costs of performance awards by
establishing funding levelrestrictions; and
"(5) provide the means to reduce or withhold pay
increases for less than fully successful performance,

17 "9 546?2 Coverage
18

"(a),This~chapter~shall apply to any supervisor or man-

19 ager who is in a position whichis inGS.13, 14, or 15 of the
20 General Schedule described in section 5104 of this title

and

one or
21 whose responsibilities iticlidb supervising the woA 1ko
22 morc profcssiofial-le\'cl employees. For the purposes of this
23 chapter, mana.arial'or supervisoi.'status shall he determined
Hiltai Ill.11

7S

I in accordance with Office of Personnel Management claasifi--

2 cation standards.
"(b)(1) Upon application under paragraph (3) of this sub-

3

4 secijon, the President may, in writing, exclude an, agency,
5 any unit of an agency,-or any class of employees within any
6 such unit from the application of this chapter if the President
7 considers such exclusion to be required as a result of condi8 tions arising from-

"9

"(A) the recent establishment of the agency, unit,

10

-or class, or the implementation of-a new program,
"(B) an emergency situation, or

11
12

"(C) any other situation~or circumfstance.

13

"(2) Any exclusion underthis subsection shall not take

14 effect earlier than 30 calendar days after the President transV

15 mits to each House of the Conkress,a reportdesc4bing the
16 agency, unit, or class to be-excluded and'the -reasorns there17 -for.
18

"(3) An application for exclusion under this-subsection

1§ of an agency, any unitof an agency, or any classof employ20 ees- ithin- any such unit-shall befiled by the head of the
!l agency with the Office ofPPersonnel Management, and shidl
22 set-forth reasons -whythe agency, unit, or class should be

"23 excluded from this chapter. The Office

shall review the appli-;

24 cation and reasons,, undertake such other review as it c6nsid-

Lj76uz
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25 erý- appropriate to determine whether,the agency, unit, or
HR i6lUhi

1 class should be excluded from the coverage of this chapter,
2 and upon completion.of its review, recommend to the Presi3 dent whether the agency, unit, or class should be so ex-

k4cluded.
5

"(4) Any agency, unit, or class which is excluded pursu-

6, ant to this subsection shall, insofar as practicable, make a
7 sustained effort to eliminate the conditions on which the ex8 elusion is based.

"9

"(5) The Office shall periodically review any'exclusiofi

10, from coverage and may at any time recommend to the Presi11 dent theizfi exclusion under this subsection be revoked. The
12 President may at- ihvf dine revoke, hi-iiriting, any exclusion
13 under this subsection.
14

"(c-This chapter shall not apply, to individuals employed

13 under the Office of the Architect of the Capitol or the'Bo16 tanic Garden.
17 "" 5403.
18
19

Performance

management

and recognition

system
"(a) In accordance with the purpose set forth in section

20 5401 of this title, the, Office of Personnel Management shall,
21 establish a performance management and recognition system

"22 which shall provide for23

"(1) a range of basic pay for each grade'to which

24-

the system applies, which range shall be limited by the

4)5

~minimurn

and maximum rates of ~basic pay- payable for
77
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1
.'2

each gra:e under chaptei 53 of-this title, except as
otherwise ýprodded for~in this sectionn-,:

3

"(2) pay increases within such range; consisting of

4

comparability pay increases and periodic step-increases

5

(under section .5335' of this title), to the extent pro-

6

vided under subsection (c), based upon performance:

7

and

8

"(M) performance awards, to the extent provided

9

under subsection (d), based upon performance.

10

"Nb)thder regulations prescribed, by the Office, the

11 head of each agency shall provide for increases within the
12 range of basic pay for any employee, covered by the peiiorm13 ance management and'recognition system.
14,

'"(c)(1) Determinations to provide comparability-pay in-

15 creases undei subsection (a)(2) shall, for any pay adjustment
16 period, be made based upon the-level of performance of the
17 employee involved, asmost. recently determined under chap18 ter 43 of this title. If the employee's performance is rated
19, at-.20
21

"(A) either of thetVvo levels below fully successful, no comparability increase shall be provided; or

"22

"(B) the fully successful.level'or eithei'of the two

23

levels above fully successful, the full comparability in-

24

ciease shall be provided.
7.-
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1

"(2)(A) For plrioses of section 5335 of this. title, the

2 performance of an employee under this chapter shall be con4 sidered to be of an acceptable level of competence, within the
4 meaning of subsection (a) of such section, if such employee's
5 most recent rating under chapter 43 of this title was at the
6 fully successfullevel or either of the 2 levels ab6ve fully suc7 cessful.
8

"(B) For purposes.of section 5335,of this title, and not-

9, 6ithstanding subsection,(c) of such section, a determination
10 that the work of an employee under this chapter is not of' aii
11 acceptable level of competence (as described in subparagraph
12 (A)) shall'be subject to review only in accordance with and to
13 the extent provided by procedures established by the head of
14 the agency.
15

"(d)(1) If the employee's ,performance -is rated above

16 fully successful, the employee may be paid a performance17 award in accordance with theprovisions of this subsection.
18 Any such award shall be in addition to any increase.in basic
19 pay provided tinder subsection (c).
"(2)MA performance award under this subsection may be
20
21 made in such amount as the head of the agency considers
22 appropriate, except that any such award may not exceed an
23 amouint equal to 20 percent of basic pay.
A
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1

"(3)(A) For any fiscal year, the head of any agency may

2 exercise authority under this subsection only to the extent of
3 the funds available for the purposes of this subsection.
4

"(B) Performance awards under this subsection shall be

5 paid from funds or appropriations available to the agency for
6 pay of employees.
(C)The funds available for the purposes of this subsec8 tion with respect to any agency may not exceed an amount
9 equal to one and one-half percent of the aggregate amount of

I:11

10 basic pay which will be payable to the •employees of the
agency who are covered by the performance management

12 and recognition system for the fiscal year involved. Such
13 amount shall be determined by the Office of Personnel Ilan14 agement before the beginning of such fiscal year.
15

"(e)(1) The comparability increase, for purposes of sub-

16 section (c)(1), shall be anamount equal to the basic pay of the
17 employee involved multiplied by the percentage increaseap18 plicable to the grade or level of the position of such employee
19 under'section 5305 of this title at the beginning of the pay
20 adjustment period.
W

'21

"(2) For purposes of determining the comparability in-

22 crease applicable to an employee under paragraph (1),,such
23 employee's rat of basicpay as of the day immediately pre24 cedingthe pay adjustmnent period involved shall be used.
so
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1

"(f) The pay adjustment period in any fiscal year shall

2 be the period beginning on the first day of'the first applicable
3 pay period commencing on or after the first day of'themonth
4- in which an adjustment takes effect under section 5305 of
5 this title andending at the close of the day preceding the
6 following pay adjustment period.
"(g) Any employee whose position is brought under the
8 performance management and recognition system shall, so
9 long as the employee continues to occupy the position, be
10 entitled to receive basic pa- at a rate of'basic pay not less
11 than the rate the employee,,was receiving when the position
12 was brought under the performance management and recog13 nition system.
14

"(h) Under this section, an employee may be paid less

15 than the minimum rate of basic pay of the grade of the em16: ployee's position to the extent that it is the result of a per17 formance evaluation of less than fully successful.
fS&

"fi) Under regulations prescribed 'by the Office, the

19 benefit~of advancement through the range of basic pay for a
20 grade shall be tireserved- for any employee covered by the
21 performance management and recognition system whose con22 tinuous service is interrupted in the public interest by service
23 with the armed forces, or by service in essential non-Govern24 ment civilian employment during a period of war or national
25 emergency.
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1

"(j) For the purpose of section 5941 of this title, rates of

2 basic pay of employees covered by the performance manage3 ment and recognition system shall be considered rates of
4 basic pay fixed by statute.
5 "§ 5404. Cash award program

6

"(a) The head of any agency may pay a cash award to,

7 and incur necessary expenses for the honorary recognition of,
8 any employee covered by the performance management and
9 recognition system who10

"'(1) by the employee's suggestion, invention, su-

11

perior accomplishment, or other personal effort, con-

12

tributes to the efficiency, economy, or other improve-

13

ment of Government operations or achieves a sirnifi-

14

cant reduction in paperwork; or

15

"(2) performs a special act or service in the public

16

interest in connection xwith or related to the employee's

i7

Fede-! employment.

18

"bN The President may pay a cash award to, and incur

19 necessary expenses for the honorary recognition of, any em20 ployee covered by the performance management and recog•,d21 tion system who22

"(1

by the employee's suggestion, invention, su-

23

perior accomplishment, or other personal effort, con-

24

tributes to the efficiency, economy, or other improve82
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ment of Government operations or achieves a signifi-

2

cant reduction in paperwork; or

3

"(2) performs an exceptionallymeritorious special

4,

act or servicein, the public interest in connection with

Z.
or related to the employee's, Federal employment.
6 A Presidential cash award may be in addition to an agency
7 cash award under subsection (a) of this section.
8

"(c) A cash awardto any employee under this section is

9 in addition to the basic pay of the employee, or any perform10 ance award paid to such employee, under. section 5403 of this
11 title. Acceptance of a cash award under this section consti12 tutes an agreement that the use by the Government of any
13 idea, method, or device for which the award is made does not
1.- form the basis of any claim of any nature against the Govern15 ment by the employee accepting the award, or the employ16 ee's heirs or assigns.
17

"(d) A cash award to, and expenses for the honorary

18 recogrtion of, any employee covered by the performance
19 management and recognition system may be pad from the
20 fund or appropriation available to the activity primarily bene21 fiting, or the various acti-ities benefiting, from, the augges22 tion, invention, ýuperior accomplishment, or. other meritori23 cus effort of the employee. Too head of the agency concernedSI

24 ahall determine the amount to be contributed by each activity
25 to any agency cash award under subsection (a) of this section.
Hi I83

1 The President shall determine the if.fidt Wbe contributed
*

2 by each activity to a Presideniial award under subsection (b)
3 of this section.
4

"(e) A cash award under subsection (a) may not exceed

5 20 percent of the basic pay of the employee involved.
6

"(f) The-President or the head of an agency.,may pay a

7 cash award under this- section-notwithstanding the death br
8 separation from the service f.san employee, if the suggesti-on,
9 invention, superior -acc6mplishment, or -other meritorious,
10 effort of the employee for which theawird is-proposed was,
11 made or performed:.while the employee was covered by the
12 performance mwm -ement and recogiiition systepL
13

•§5405. Rep6rt

14

"The Office, of i'ersonel Mbangement shal submit "iu

15 annual report to the President.andeach House of Congress16 evaluating the-effectiieneas of the performance mabagýrent
17 and recognitiowsystem. 1Each such~report salhlfbe prepare4
18 after consultatioýirwith the,,espoctive< heads of a.suflicient
19 range of 'agencies. so- as to ppeinit an adeqiate-basis foi,
20 making a meaiu
&-evaluation.
21 "0 5406, Rep.lktlons
22

I~

'"9he-Offieý of PenelManaet shall pren-ribe

23 regulations to cartyout the pmpose of this chapter.".

24

~

~~i

(bMl) Title 5, tUnited States Code, is •mended$4,

___________

34

I

*2

(iA) n sections 4501(2)(A), 5332(a), 5334(f), anid

5336(c), by striking out "the merit pay system-estab3

lished under section 5402" each place it appears and

4

inserting in lieu thereof "the performance management

5
6
67

and recognition system established under section
5403";
(43)in' section 5361(5), bystriking out "merit pay

"8

system" and inserting in lieu thereof "performance

9

management and recognition system"; and

10

(C) in section 5948(g)(IXC), by striking out

11

"Merit Pay System" and inserting in lieu thereof "per-

12

formance management and recognition system".

,13

(2) Section 1602 of title 10, United States Code, and

14 section 5(b) of the General Accounting Office Personnel Act
15; of'1980 (31 U.S.C. 52-4(b)) are each amended by striking
16 out "5401(a)" and inserting in lieu thereof "5401".
'17

i8

PERIODIC 3TkP-oNCREAsE CONFORMING AMENDMENT

SEC. 3. Setin 5335 of title5, United States Code, is

19 amended by striking out subsection (e) and inserting in lieu
20 thereof the following:
21

"(e) This section does not apply to the pay of an individ.

22 kual appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
23 consent of the Senate.

I24

"(1 This section applies- to individush covered by the

125 performance management and recognition system under

"8S
NIt1541MN

o

1 chapter 5t of tbzs~title, as provided

in section - 403(c)(2) of

2 this title.".
3

ýPERPORMW4CE APPRAISAL SYSTEM CONFORMING

4

AMENDMENTS

5

SEC. 4.-(a) Chapter 43 of tisle 5, United States Code,

6 relating to perfornmance appraisals, is amended by inserting
7aftei~ section 4302 the followving new section:
8 'T 4302a. Establishment of performance appraisal systems
9
10
11

Ifor performance management and recogni.
tion systemi employees
"(a),Each agency shall develop a performance appraisal

12 system for employees covered by the performance manage13 inent and recogniition system established under section 5403
14 of this title whi'ch115
16,

,(1) provides for periodic appraisals of job performnance;

17

"(2) requires that the supervising official consult

18

with the. employee ýbefore, establishing performance

19

itandafds: and

20

"(3) uses ~the results of performance aipjmrisals as

21

a basis for setting the base" -

'-and

perfrmance

22

awards for an employee 'in accoi0nti

with section,

23

5403 of this title.
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1

',(b),Under regulations which' the Office of Personnel

2 Management shall prescribe, each such performance apprais-3 al system shall provide for4

"(1) 5 Ievels ofyperformance'raýtngs as follows:

5
6

"(A) 2Aevels,'which are-below fully successful;
"(B) a fully succissful~evel;and
S7
"(C) 2 levels which are-above fully success-

8
9

ful;

10

"(2) establishing performance-s.tandards and criti-

11

cal elements which will, to the-maximum extent feasi-

12

ble, permit the accurate evaluation of job performance;

13

"(3) at the beginning of each appraisal period,

14

communicating to each employee covered by the per-

15

formance management and recognition system the per-

16

formance standards and critical elements of the em-

17

ployee's position;

"18
19
20
21

"(4)- during the appraisal period, evialuating each,
such employee on the basis of such standards;
"(5) assisting such employees in improing less
than fully successful performance;

22

"(6) reassigning, reducing in grade, or removing

23

such employees who continually perform below fully

24

successful, after providing an opportunity to provide

25

fully successful performance; ani
87
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1

"(7) making'buae pay increase and performance

2

award.decisions as a result of annual performance ap-

3

praisals made under this section.

4

"(c) Appraisals of performance under this section-

5

"(1) shall take into account individual perform-

,6

ance,

A

"(2) may take into account organizational accom-

8

plishment, and

9

"(3) shall takeminto account such factors as-

10

"(A) any'impiovement in efficiency, produc-

11

tMiity, ande quality of work or seivice,, including

12

any significant reduction in'paperwork;

13

"(B) cost efficiency;

14

"(C),timeliness of performance; and

15

"(D) other indications of the effectiveness,

16

productivity, and quality of performance of ýthe

17

employee, or other.employees for whom the em-

18

plovee~is responsible; and

19

'"(4)- shall he-subject-to rdviiwsonlvyinaccoirdance

20

-

"ithand to-the extent providedvby pro6dures estab-

21V

:lished by the head of the agency.

22

"'(dThe Office of PersonnelManagement may not pre-

23' scribe, or require agencies to prescribe-•

2

88

"1

"(1)- any preestablished, distribution of levels of

2

performance ratings among employees covered under

3

chapter 54 of this title; or

4

"(2)- any specific performance standard or ele-

5

menit.".

6

(b)The table of sections for chapter 43 of title 5, United

7 States Code, is amended by inserting after the item relating,
8 -to section 4302 the following new item:
'4302a. Establisoeat of performance apprassl systems for performance mainaeri•nt and recognitin systememploNees.".

9

EFFEC&I

10

11

DATE;-8AVINGB PROVISIONS; CONTINUATION
OF AMENDM.NTS

Sic.:5.-(a) The-imejdments made by this Act-shall take

12 effect on thifirst dai of the first applicable pay period c6m13. mencingsafteirthe'fixii Septembei 30th following the date of
14 the enactnient 6f this Act.
15

(b)(1) An emplov6e-whqepo•sitionzwas coveire&bv 'the

,16 .mrerit payisysterni imnediately befor~ifih rffcctivedite
"
17 -Act but' is determined not to be co'vered by -thik

f•tb•s•
.•oiiaine

18 management andiecognition system i a resultof this Act
'19 shall be converted on, such effective -date to the•GeneraIl
20 Schedule in accordance with regulations issued by the'Office,

4

21 6f Personnel Managementpursuaht to section 5334(a) of this
2.2 title.
23

12) The rate of baiic.pay.for any employee whoe posi-

24 tion was covered by the merit pky syvstem immediately before
89
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1 the effective date of this Act and is determined to be under
2 the performance management and recognition system as a
3 result of this Act shall be at least equal to the rate of basic
4 pay payable for the-position held vviuch employee immedi5 ately before the effective date of this Act.
(c)(1) Thek amendments made by this Act shall continue

6

7 to have effect unless, during the first, period of 60 calendar
8 days of-continuous session of the COnngress beginning after 5
9 years after the effective-date of such amendments, a concur-10 rent resolution is-introduced and&adopted by the oCdgress
11 disapproving the continuation of the performance manage12 ment and recognition systemi. Such 9.,meidments shOll cease
43 to have effect on the first day of the first fiscal year beginning
14 after the date of the adoption of such concurrent -resolution.
;15

(2) The continuity of a session is broken only by an ad-

16 joifnment of the Congress sine die, and the days on which
17 either House is not in session because of-an adjournment of
18- morethan 3 days to a day certain are excluded in the compu19 tation ofthe 60-day period.

I

oo
,
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APPENDIX B
CONGRESSMAN FRANK ,WOLr
MERIT PAY REFORM LLGISLATION
SECTION -BY

TITLEt

-

SECTION ANALYSIS

Merit Pay Reform Experiment of 1983

SECOND SEC&ION,

Amendments to Chapter 54 of'Title 5, U.S. Code

This section replaces the former Merit Pay System with a five
year experimental performance recognition -system for improving- the
performance of key supervisory and managerial personnel in Grades
13 ýthrough 15 of the General Schedule.
"Under the former Merit Pay'System, supervisoryand non-supervisory management officials in Gradle 13 through 15 of the General
Schedule were eligible for base pay increases and cash awaids based
on performance.
In addition, they received one-half-of the annual
comparability adjustment without regard to their performance.
The
new Merit Pay Reform system will cover only supervisors and managers
with supervisory responsibility.
It will continue to tie base pay
increases to-performance.
Within grade increases and the annual
comparability, adjustment will be granted'only for fully successful
peiform'ýnce or better.
For less- than fully successful performance, however, no within.
grade increageior annual comparability adjustment will be granted.
Performance recognition and other incentive awards for special acts
or achievements may be granted 'to recognize on-the-job performance
or inventions, sIuggestio'ni and other impiov~nents to the Federal
service.
In no event, however, will agency funding for performance
recognition awards- exceed 1½ percent of the total base salaries
of the supervisors and managers covered by this program.
At the end of the five-year period, a decision to continue or
stop this experimental program will be made by Congress based on
agency recomnendations;

*

SECTION 5401. Sets forth 'the purpose of the Merit Pay Reform system.
It shall provide performance-based pay recognition for hi4hquiliiy
supervisorl and manageiial perform'ance.
Less than -fully successful,
performers; however, will re~eive,-no pay increases.
Within aai'lable
funds, continuing training is to be provided to supervisors and
managers to improve the <accuiacy and effectiveness of theMerit Pay
Ref6rm systemr .....
s
oP
SECTION 5402.
Defines the coverage~of-the system. Any GS -13-,through
'15 employee who supervises at least one professional level employeewill be included in the system., Office of Personnel Management
classification standards-for supervisors and managers Will beused
to provide coverageiguidance instead of the current practic*. of
using the labor relations definition of supervisor and managementt
official codified in S USC 7103.
91

"

SECTION 5403.
Establishes uniform performance, rating le;als for
simplicity and equity. Ratings will be based on a 5-point scale
ranging from unsuccessful, marginally successful to fully successful,
highly successful, andoutstanding.
In accordance with this 5-point scale, comparability increases
and within grade increases would be granted only to those with a'
fully successful rating or better.
For those'rated below fully
successful, no comparability increase or within grade increase would
be provided.
At no time could-such an award-exceed,20 percent of basic pay.
Such an award would not affect the base pay-of an individual -rather it would be a lump sum payment.
Awia-irs-provided under Chapter 45 of Title 5 for inventions,
helpful suggestions, achievements, and other special acts would-be
retained for these mid-level supervisors as well.
Funding for -performance awards Would hot exceed 1½ percent of
total base salaries of the agencies'• supervisors and managers covered
by this program.
SECTION 5404.
Each year, CPA, in consultation with the agencies,
shall submit a report on the operation -of the experiment to the
President and Congress evaluating the effectiveness of the Merit Pay
Reform system.
SECTION 5405.

This section outlines technical and conforming im.endments

Under the Merit Pay Reform experiment, supervisors of employees
covered by this system will be required to discuss the critical
elements and standards used to appraise the performance of covered
employees prior to the start of thb appraisal period.
A five-level-appraisal system is established. In addition,
will be no forced, ratings distribution -under the experiment.

there

This section delegates authority to OPM to issue implementing

regulations and to prescribe any reporting requirements needed to-sat
up and-operate this experiment.'
At the end of the 5-year experiment, within 60 days of the issuance
of-GPM's final report on the project, Congress must-adopt-a con&urrent
resolution -to disapprove the continuation of the- program.
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